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CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription Is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription Is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL). Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
In Skysailor.
Copyright In Skysailor Is vested In the HGFA
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

Skysailor Contributions
All Skysallor contributions should be sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph: (066) 280356
Bam-Bpm
Keep the articles coming"
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in . It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return .

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472888
PRESIDENT
Richard Reitzin
Ph (02) 2353033 W
or (02) 3651533 H
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ian Jarman
(069) 472 888

For information about ratings, sites and other
local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.
Southern Region NSW
27 Porter Ave
Mt Waringal NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923
Sec. Harry Docking (042) 967796
Tres. Stuart Andrews (064) 576190
Safety & Training: Mark Mitsos (042) 674570,
Jo McNamara (042) 942305
NSWHGA Inc Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood
gds, Double Bay NSW 2028, (02) 3274484
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka2603
Sec. Garth Wimbush
(062) 2477526 H
Nth Qld: Warwick Gill
(070) 537768

Sth Qld
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Phil Pritchard
(075) 395616
James Christenson,
Sec. & PR
(07) 2026342 H
8642788W

VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(OS) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H
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Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Bris.)
Pres. Jon Durand
(075) 333611
Sec. Bruce Blackshaw
(07) 3792820

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
ProGuenther Janssen
(064) 562276
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: A1f Piper
(043) 682280
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Gary Moulston
(043) 851254
2nd Wed Tuggerah
Lakes Mem Club

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Shell harbour
Surf Club 1st Wed
ea month Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388W
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Jo McNamara
(042) 942305
Sec. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305
meet 6pm 1st Sun
ea month
Gladstone HG Club
6 Edward St
Boyne Island 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 792562
Sec. Craig Anderson
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370

Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432
Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Shirley Lake
(066) 858147
meet 1st Wed
each month
Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
(074) 455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
(074) 821664

Upper Blue Mts
Central West HG Club HGClub
Pres - Len Paton
Pres Glen Thompson
(068) 537220
(063) 531239
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
Sec. Lucas Trihey
(068) 537220
(047) 871480
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927
Newcastle HG Club
Mid North Coast HG
Pres Richard McWhinney Assoc (NSW)
(049) 549415
Pres. Craig Worth
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(065) 592713
(049) 487491
Sec. Ben Leonard
"PG" Ian Ladyman
(065) 821966 H
Fx (065) 835972 W
(049) 498946
Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Sec. Nigel Felton
(02) 6288379
Treas. David Middleton
(02) 6236961
Sky High
Paragliding Club
Pres. Scott Beresford
(03) 4806441 ah
Sec. Julie Beresford
(03) 4806441 ah

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
(042) 840221 H
Sec. David Jones
(048) 611699W
(048) 894182H
Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St
Richmond

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor
(03) 7353095
Greg Withers
(03) 8763981 meet
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel, Main St
Ulydale (n . rail line)

Townsville Hang
Gliding Assoc.
Pres Graeme Etherton
V Pres Ken Crowe
(077) 734860
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Over the past 6 weeks, I have been a close witness to one pilot's
selfless contribution to our sport. How many of our pilots would
stay up to 2am writing reports, and attend endless frustrating
meetings (ok there are some, and their efforts are to be applauded) to convince people that we should be allowed to
continue flying a popular and well-known site? (See Byron Bay
Blurb p. 29) Sounds easy, doesn't it? Until you include the
phone calls, the discussions and ongoing negotiations that interupt the working day and take over one's homelife. And this
pilot rarely flies the very sites he's fighting, on behalf of the club,
to preserve!
For those who ask why we have HGFA and its associated costs,
ask yourself, are you prepared to devote the 10 hours or more
per week, when the situtation arises, to keep hang gliding alive
in your area?
When I joined the sport, it was the state association's job to
issue memberships, ratings manuals etc. After paying my fee it
was some 8 months before I received anything. The state executive couln't handle the workload and because they were unpaid,
there was no incentive to do it. Because of this and many other
instances, I believe the HGFA board and it's Executive Officer
do a wonderful job, and I don't begrudge the costs.
Before you criticise, get involved with your club/state/region's
executive. When the opportunity arises, attend an annual convention and discover what really happens in the 'engine room'.
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I've attended a number of conventions and am always disppointed that few local pilots give up a couple of hours of their
weekend to attend as observers.

If you want to see changes, do something positive - become
active!
Marie!

Aircotec Service and Distribution
Australia + New Zeal and
Air Evasi on

Telephone 041 - 48 58 87

Fax 041- 48 70 78

27 Oberon Avenue
Hawthom Eest Vic 3123
Australia
Ph/Fax (03) 8824130
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Fly safe, legal and insured
Brian Hampson
P.S. In response to Kevin Cowie's letter in
July.

A pilot recovers •••

Dear Marie
Graeme and Allison Etherton wish to
pass on their sincere thanks for the concern expressed by all their friends after
Graeme's accident while towing on 4th
June. The visits, flowers, cards and calls
have provided welcome support to
Graeme and his family during this trying
time.
I am glad to report Ethel's rapid recovery
in Ward 3CD of Townsville General
Hospital. However, due to the serious nature of his injuries, he will be hospitalised
for some weeks to come. Nonetheless, I'm
sure that the care and support provided
by the hang gliding community has contributed to this remarkable man's rapid
and continuing recovery.
Ken Crowe
Thanks to HGFA ..•
Dear Marie
I would like to thank the HGFA Executive for the speedy return of the 1991-92
kit which I received a few days after
paying this year's membership fees. I had
no qualms in parting with the money, considering what we actually receive for this
reasonable fee. For those who feel the
membership fee is too high, have another
look at the pie graph on page 31 of June
Skysailor (HGFA ~xpenditure), and try
to figure out where expenditure can be
reduced. If you think you get nothing for
your money it is probably due to ignorance of what actually goes on behind
the scenes to enable us to participate in
this great activity.

I hope as more people become involved
in running the sport through the trend
towards a more club based control of
HGFA, people will realise the huge bulk
of work required to keep us afloat.
Thanks to Harry Docking and the lliawarra Hang Gliding Club for their work on
the approval of Tongarra and the adjacent escarpment. Many pilots flying on
the south coast and those flying south
from Stanwell will appreciate your efforts.
Finally, there have been some recent
mentions of unfmancial flyers. If the
HGFA sent each club a list of club members and pilots "in their local area, giving
details of pilot ratings and membership
status, the clubs would be in a good position to apply the pressure directly on a
one-to-one level. Perhaps the clubs could
provide an interest free loan to a pilot who
can't afford to pay the lot up front. She/he
could then pay back the club on a monthly
basis. I'm sure the state or regional association would be happy to provide the
funds to clubs for this project if it meant
boosting membership.

Kevin, you asked if funding for site improvement would increase with the increase in membership fees this season.
I'm not aware that a shortage actually
exists. Distribution of site funding is controlled by the States/regions and comes
from state/region funds which are
directed from the HGFA according to
membership numbers from that
State/region.
The best way to go about applying for site
funding is for the club or group to prepare
a written proposal detailing the site,
proposed improvements, estimated costs,
how many pilots use the site, reason for
improvements etc, and this proposal be
presented to the state/region monthly
meeting, preferably by a representative of
the club/group.
Receipts for equipment hire/material
costs etc, will be required after the job is
done. The work should be done before
funding is given to ensure the funditJg is
used for its intended purpose. I know that
NSWHGA, now North and South NSW
Regions, have in the past supplied adequate funding for all reasonable requests
for new sites and site improvements.
I would hope that SAHGA has done
likewise and that you will experience success with your future formal requests for
site funding in SA.
Brian Hampson

Horrocks, WA, looking S to sandblow & cleared TO area
photo by Gary Rogers

Thanks to Ian Jarman for providing us
with the ongoing "Executive Director's
Reports" to enlighten us as to what is
actually happening from the "flashy office
in Canberra". The "knockers" must be
finding it difficult lately to come up with
something valid to complain about. I
don't envy Ian's position. There would not
be many readers of Skysailor who are
earning less than $361 weekly, and if so, I
bet they wouldn't be prepared to cop the
dirt while on and off the job.
August 1991
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A memorable event •••

Dear Marie
As most people know, the December
meeting of the Northern Beaches Hang
Gliding Club was historic in that the acknowledged father of the hang glider,
John Dickenson, was guest speaker. This
was the ftrst time that John had ever
publicly told his story. He brought some
photographs from his personal album to
illustrate the many trials and tribulations
of those early years.
Perhaps sensing the importance of this
occasion, I set up my home video camera
in the middle of the room and recorded
the event.
Many people approached me afterwards
wanting copies. I felt that some minor
editing was in order, and to do justice to
the event and of course to John, I used a
professional video editing suite. Sound
levels in the quiet spots were boosted and
all non relevant parts of the meeting were
removed. Some minor hiccups in the introductions were smoothed over. Finally,
I went to John's house and re-taped some
of the colour slides and photos. These
were inserted in the correct sequences in
the original narrative.
Copies are now for sale to all and sundry.
To help prevent bootlegging I have opted
for a price that virtually covers production costs and blank (duplicating quality)
tapes and very little else - that price being
$25.
No doubt many people will perceive my
use of the 'letters' department as an
avenue for advertising, so for those inter-

Harry Docking competing in the Corryong Cup
ested, please now refer to the ad which
your ever loving editor has placed on page
15 in this issue.
My thanks to John Haiie and those at
Northern Beaches who made it all possible, to Helen Dickenson and Alan
Grant who unwittingly gave us an impromptu introduction and to John Dickenson himself, whose quiet nature and
methodical persistence gave us our
reason for being.

Dele Sekulla, Ochre Point SA

Best wishes
Nick King
Blue light hang gliding ...

Dear Marie
I am a Police Officer attached to Christies
Beach Traffic Division. I am 44 years old
and took up hang gliding 18 months ago
as a stress relieving sport. I am a novice
pilot and I thoroughly enjoy the sport as a
recreational pilot on my days off duty. I
was introduced to the sport by a friend
Ken Cocks who incidently is also a
policeman. I believe that we are the only
2 police officers from South Australia
who are hang glidingienthusiasts
It would be interesting to know how

many/if any: police officers are in the club
in other states?
The enclosed photo is of me in my patrol
car visiting Ochre Point, a popular
Adelaide hang gliding site which is in my
patrol area. The hang glider on the roof
was placed there for a joke by other pilots
at the site. It would be nice to be able to
blue light it to go hang gliding with the
hang glider on the roof of the police car
but somehow I don't think the Police
Department would take too kindly to the
idea so I think I'll stick to using my private
car on days off. Anyway it provided a few
people at the site with a laugh.
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recreational
pilot like me), I
wonder whether
the HGFA administration is
not just a little bit
guilty of creating
needless work
for itself (e.g. to
get that fading
Government
dollar).
I do not want to meekly pay
the $125 only to see the
HGFA hierarchy continue
on its own self perpetuating
way, with fees of $140 next
year!

I enjoy reading Skysailor and look forward to receiving my copy each month.
Keep up the good work.
Dete Sekulla
A protest against fee increases ...

Dear Marie
I have been one of the silent majority in
the HGFA for all of my eight years of
membership, but I have been so incensed
by the introspective attitude of the HGFA
hierarchy that I felt that is was time to
have my say.
In 1983 when I joined, I believe that membership cost $45, and I joined with the
knowledge that I would be covered for
public liability and that I would get a log
book, an annual membership sticker and
a monthly copy of Skysailor. I was happy
that I was getting reasonable value for
money. I was under the impression, from
those who I spoke to, that training, on-site
safety, and ratings would be provided
from within the local South Australian
membership. Over the next eight years I
found this to be the case in most instances.
Now that the HGFA hierarchy has taken
it upon itself to increase the 1991/92 membership fee to $125, I have been trying to
work out what has happened in the last
two years that has caused the membership
fee to rise by approximately the inflation
rate until 1989190 and then by 18% in the
1990/91 and 25% in 1991/2.
As there have been few major accomplishments coming out of HGFA in
the last eight years, other than the increase in the altitude limit and the new
ratings system (of dubious benefit to a
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I believe that $80 is a
reasonable annual membership fee to pay, given what
we receive in return. Surely I
am not on my own on this
one, so let's hear something
from the rest of the silent majority!
David King

A foreigner arrives ...
Dear Editor
The Victoria (B.c. Canada) Hang Gliding Club hereby gives notice and due
warning that David Palmer, alias "Orange
Shorts" has been expelled from Vancouver Island flying for a term of one year
due to obscene
and repetitive
disgusting behaviour.
He subsequently
made a quick
decision to vacate the country
on the ruse of an
extended
honeymoon with
his new wife,
Alison. It is our
understanding
that an entry visa
was granted them
by your Immigration department
for the period of
September
through December 1991, before
the judgement
against him was
made public
knowledge.
Be forewarned
that his alias's are
an earned and

descriptive characterisation ofhis person.
He has an uncontrollable urge to tlyin the
buff and has in fact published odes to his
psychosis. His alternate alias, being
Orange Shorts derives from his concession to the bitter realities of winter air.

His wife, on the other hand, is a delightful
person. Why she married this ner-do-well
is beyond comprehension.
This letter thereby gives all due and legal
notice and absolves the Victoria Hang
Gliding Club, its officers and members
from all claim and liability for any International incidents that may arise from his
actions that will destroy the centuries of
peace built between our nations. YOU
HAVE BEEN WARNED I
It is our understanding that he has exhausted his funds in a futile attempt to buy
the affections of his bride during their
world cruise. Please treat him kindly, with
free rides to all your flying sites, be exuberant in offers of food, and above all,
open your doors freely to them for accommodation. Every moment that you can
extend his stay down under will be treated
as a heavenly respite by the pilots in this
area. Somewhere, somehow we will one
day find a way to repay your kindness and
sacrifice.
Yours
The Masked Sniveller

CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO:
EVANS GRAFIX, 16lAUNA AVE. TWEED HEADS WEST, N.5.W. 2485
PlEASE STATE: SMAll 0
NAME

DESIGN 1
DESIGN 2
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Reserve your place now. For further details please
contact:
Lee Curran, Sec. 070-312230 W, 547062 H
Dave Evans, Pres. 070-511033 W, 555914 H
Registration fee $35, plus approx. $25 for all your food
from Friday night and a spit roast on Sunday evening.
This competition is the weekend before Eungella and
gives you the opportunity to hone your skills in a fun
competition that offers serious money. First prize last
year was over $700 won by Pete Aitken.

Ladies Challenge Gillies, Far North Qld
14-15 September 1991. Contact Marjorie Beattie, (070)
553343 or write to PO Box 194, Port Douglas Qld 4871

Eungella Competition, North Qld
Sunday 22 September to 29 September (plus practice
day)

The new Eungella ramp - photo by Ron Rimkus

British Comp Dates
Bleriot cup, 1-7 September, Yorkshire Dales
Further info from Mike Collis, BHGA, ICranfield Airfield,
Cranfield, Bedford MK43 OYR Ph (0234) 751344 or Fax (0234)
751181

World Paragliding Championships
September 7th· 22nd, 1991
Alpes de Haute-Provence, France, north of Nice, approximately
2 hours by car. Further details from Rick Wilson (08) 3526562

Gillies 1000 Competition,Cairns, Far North Qld
14-15 September 199
World's richest 2 day hang gliding competition. Open to Advanced and Intermediate pilots.

Over $5000.00 prize money to the pilots in Open, B
Grade and Queensland divisions. Intermediate and
Wind Techs welcome. 35mm camera required. New Improved
Ramp!
$100 nomination fee for flying fun! Inquiries and cheques (payable to):
Steve Chengody
PO Box 33, Witsunday (079) 466350
Book early for good meals & accommodation at the Eungella
Chalet
Contact Eungella Chalet: Ph (079) 584509, Fax (079) 584503

Cooplacuripa Charity Cup
October 5-7 (long weekend)
Raising money for Camp Quality, a fully volunteer organisation
for kids with terminal cancer.

'Open Distance Open Window' format with predetermined
- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - turnpoints .

Hang glider pilot waiting for some airspace at Stan well
photo by Dane Snelling

Mystery Awards
The Dave Heapy Award, The Shane Duncan
Award, The J.R. Award .. and more ..
Pilots will be required to get themselves sponsored from their family and friends for 'X' cents
per km they fly. You will receive a certificate at
the end of the comp detailing your position in
the comp and the distance you flew. You may
like to get sponsored for say $1 per km up to 10
km's - $10.00 etc.
Contact Joe Scott for further details.

South East Queensland Regional
Titles
12-13,19-20 & 26-27 October with 2-3 November as reserves
Headquarters, Canungra Hotel
Entry Fee $60
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35mm turnpoint cameras required, Advanced & intermediate,
A&B grade
Pilot briefing and latest registration 8am, 12th October at the
Canungra Hotel. Contact Jon Durand (075) 3335% or Ken Hill
(075) 435631 ASAP

Victorian Closed Hang Gliding Championships
2 - 5 November 1991, Mt Beauty area
16, 17,23 & 24 November 1991, Mt Cole area

New Zealnd National Hang Gliding
Championships

The lliawarra Hang Gliding Club wish to announce the

Illawarra Hang Gliding Competition

Special invitation to ocker mates!

to be held over three weekends: 16-17,23-24 November and 30
November and 1st December 1991

Wellington, January 17th-31st 1992
Free transport to site from Wellington airport. Cheap accommodation or camping.

It is intended that the competition be held at Tongarra, Saddleback and Mt Cambewarra. Spring is the best flying time for
these areas and it is hoped some excellent flying will be had by
all.
Pilot rating for these sites is Advanced, however Intermediate
pilots under supervision of an Advanced pilot from their own
club will be able to fly, conditions permitting. Required equipment: parachute, altimeter, camera, topographic maps covering
Wollonggong to Kiama and Camberwarra to Kangaroo vAlley,
and two-way radios.
The competition is to closely follow the Corryong Cup format,
and will be designed to appeal to pilots and their families who
have been involved in that competition. At the same time it will
give pilots, who do not have the opportunity or means to travel
inland, the -.:hance to participate in a competition which will
challenge their abilities but not their pockets.
Entry fee will be $20.00 which includes an end-of-comp dinner.
A special rate for entry to Jamberoo Recreation Park is being
negotiated for pilots and families for non flying days during the
compo
Phone James and Debbie (042) 971923 for registration, Trevor
(042) 742951 and Bruce (042) 378557 for more details.
Pilot numbers may be limited.

Rainbow Beach Competition, SE Queensland
Begins 27 December 1991 and requires 3 flying days to complete.
A competition with trophies for Advanced, Intermediate and
Novice ratings.
Rainbow Beach is a spectacular coastal site, large
top landing area and offers attractions for all the
family, including: 'surfmg, fishing, boating etc.
Further details form Ron Rimkus (074) 821664.

Sites: Mt Climie, Mangaroa, Kourarau, Wairarapa,
Paekakareki, Kapiti
Wellington has excellent sites with top XC potential. Open day
with spot landing and aero compo
Alternatives: mountain biking, kayaking, swimming, rafting, barbeque, beach or bush.
Two ramps - no waiting

Victorian Cross Country League
1 April 1991 to 31 March 1992, $5 entry fee (free for pilots
entering other VHGA competitions). Any queries: Wesley Hill,
VHGA Inc Comp Director, PO Box 400, Prahran Vic 3181

Other Events Worldwide
18-25 August, US Nationals, Owens Valley, USA

Australian Competition Calendar
Bogong Cup, 28 December 1991 to 5 January 1992
Flatlands, New South Wales, 7-16 January 1992
Australian Hang Gliding Open (Nationals), Mt Buffalo, 18-26
January 1992
Australian Women's Nationals, Mt Buffalo, 28 January - 5
February 1992
Australian Paragliding Open, 25 January 1992 - 2 February 1992
Mt Cole Cup, To be announced (probably early February after
Nationals)

Ho"ocks, WA looking north, 1000' height gains achieved as
front pased the coast - photo by Gary Rogers

Killarney, SE Qld Competitions
1st and 3rd Saturday of every month from
February to November, contact Jerry on (07)
2008209

South Australian Open Hang Gliding
Championships
9-15 November with 16 & 17th as emergency days
Mid-north of SA (Bute, Snowtown area)
Classes for advanced, intermediate, women,
paragliding
towing will be used if conditions dictate. Interstate pilots welcome
For more information contact Scott Robinson
(08) 2712257
August 1991
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Executive
Directors
Report July
1991

cess.With over 85 instructors,apprentices
and safety officers attending. The concept
of combining the coach/instructor accreditation course with a number of other
safety issues such as towing seminar, and
safety officer procedures seemed to work
well.The Competitions workshop held
also during the conference was well attended and overall the standard of input,
presentation and response was very high.

Firstly, I should apologise to all those putting in time and effort for their clubs.My
comments in the June issue were somewhat emotive and I did overlook those
currently doing a lot of valuable work at
the important club level. I also did not
mean to denigrate the many long and hard
hours put in by our past administrations
and State associations .......however, the
essence of my May report stands, don't
jump up and down criticising costs or a
lack of service, get in and do something
about it.

I can only congratulate and thank all those
involved and all those that participated...a
lot was learned and many great ideas were
demonstrated.

Membership renewals have been rolling
in and I expect some delays will have
occurred in getting out your packages...bear with us.

The enthusiasm and support for the role
of coaching and instructing is a credit to
those that attended and I can see a new
professionalism emerging.

The Ops Manual will hopefully be posted
out to all financial members next
month.????

The Towing Seminar, prompted by the
spate of serious accidents over the past
twelve months demonstrated how unprepared many of our members are for
the extra demands and complexities
created by tow launch systems. We invited
our most experienced tow launch
operators to demonstrate and explain the
strengths and weaknesses of a range of
systems from static tow through winches,
trucklatollaunch to aero tow. The combination of demonstration and explanation followed by some hands on
experience allowed for the development
of a far greater understanding of the
needs for extra care and attention to
detail and a technical committee was established to standardise aspects of tow
operations.

It is now time for the clubs to start checking for financial status of pilots on their
sites ....1 have a hard time accepting that
after spending between $lS00 and $SOOO
on equipment our pilots can't pay $125 to
join the team.......in late August all clubs
will receive a list of un-renewed pilots for
their area.
We will also send out reminders to those
pilots who may have just been a bit slow.
NIC'91
The National Instructor Conference held
in late June at Tumut was a huge suc-

Of great value were the less formal exchanges and discussions after the lecture
and demo sessions.Instructors,from all
over Australia,many of whom have been
teaching for over ten years, were able to
get together and discuss techniques and
compare systems and this allowed for a
breaking down of the barriers of distance
common in Australia.

Steve 'Big Bird' Thompson at Myrtleford -p. Robin Gauld

TOW ENDORSEMENTS
The expected outcome of this will be
the mandatory requirement for all
pilots to hold a Tow
Endorsement
before ANY tow activities are to be attempted outside of
the training context.
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All tow operations
will be expected to
meet certain minimum requirements
SKYSAILOR

with regard to release systems, communications and emergency systems and
operational procedures etc.
If you are thinking Flatlands Comp this
next season, I suggest you talk to your club
or local instructor about what is likely to
be expected of you to meet entry requirements.

The Tow committee will be producing a
tow procedures manual and local clubs
will be encouraged to hold workshops to
disseminate this information....it is hoped
that video footage of the Conference
demonstrations and explanation sessions
will be available to clubs by OctoberlNovember.
Perhaps the most obvious example of
change for the better demonstrated at the
Conference was the utilization of the
Tumut Airport, the aero club facilities
and general flying operations in conjunction with general aviation activities.This
points the way for the future of our sports.
Tumut is a licensed airport, with charter
and general flying operations and occasional public transport flights. In co-ordination with the NSW CAA field office
sport aviation inspector, Col Trezise, we
were able to obtain approval for a full
range of flying activities. This involved
some fairly serious briefing , by Chris
Brandon of the powered hang gliding
committee, as operations at airports are
new to most of us. However, once the
circuit arrangements were explained and
the procedures for let down of gliding
aircraft be they hang gliders or
paragliders and the procedures for keeping clear of incoming powered and GA
aircraft were established and a communication system initiated, we enjoyed a
couple of days of towing activities. As the
conference wound down on Sunday afternoon, many an overworked brain needed
some airtime. As the aero tow and ground
tow ops were fairly booked up, several of
us headed to the aero club Blanik for
some stick and rudder gliding. After slowly getting comfortable with the controls, it
was an amazing and heart warming sight
to look down (and up) at a full range of
aircraft flying into the circuit or leaving
for a bit of winter flying.
Next years conference, should be just as
interesting and we should be able to provide a bit better notice.
I hope you all find some interesting winter
flying, don't put the glider away, pick your
days carefully and see what can be found
out in the cold.
Ian Jarman
AugU8t 1991

T
he craving for hang gliding began after
a mate and I took our first parachute jump
at Meredith, Victoria. It was all very fast
and noisy, but a lot of fun. After six jumps,
I thought it would be great to be able to
stay up flying without the noise of the $25
a minute buzz experience.
With little activity in hang gliding in Victoria, it was a few months until I saw an ad
on the tele with a hang glider in it to
remind me that there was such a sport.
This was it; the need was there; I had to
fly (not fall)!
On my way to Mt Hotham to work for the
snow season a few months later, my thirst
was revived with the find of a Skysailor in
the Bright Newsagency. Not that I'm slow
or anything, but it took hours of reading it
before I realised it was January 1988 and
I was living in July 1989. So I quickly sent
off $5 to Skysailor for a more recent
magazine and all the info I could get on
subscription.
After the snow season I found myself in
Tassie and in the seventh month while I
was riding my pushy home form work, I
saw a hang glider on top of a car.
This was it. I had to talk to the driver.
Anyone who has been to Hobart knows it
is a very hilly place; I lost him on hill
number one.
After doing a bit of research, I found out
Sydney was the place to hang glide, but I
hated cities so I kept looking to find the
Sunshine Coast in Queensland was pretty
big on it. I left Tassie and moved to Marcoola just south of Noosa. Like I was
serious; I was going to learn to fly.
Two days later I was out the back blocks
of the Sunshine Coast getting my fIrst lesson, off a 6 year old video, but who cares;
this was it. There was six in the class, all
sparked up and ready to learn to fly. We
then drove to Sunshine Beach where we
set up our first glider. I wa amazed; it was
just like my windsurfer but more battens
and no board.
A student from the last coarse was to fly
the glider down to where we would run
with it along the beach. Boy this was exciting, not only did I see a glider up close,
but it was going to take off right in front
of me. The wind was right, everything was
"on" (hang gliding talk).
He ran. He was lifting up, but his left wing
hit a bush. He went out into a 180 turn and
August 1991

straight into the side of the hill. The only
clear part there was, mind you. The glider
was written off and he went to hospitable
with a dislocated arm.
Two hours later we had our second lesson
on setting up a glider and our instructor
took off! In another hour or so, he
returned. Some of the guys in the class
started to get bored. But not me, no way,
I was right in the thick of it, talking to the
other pilots, all very friendly, I might add.
After 4 weeks of the same set up and so
on, we were taken to a place called Lows
Lookout for a 280 foot straight glide.
Wow, this was high! I ran with the glider
and my feet left the ground. I was flying
with the wind in my face. You've all been
through it, the first flight over 2 foot off
the ground; good isn't it?
The next weekend we were taken to Rainbow Beach. Being new in the area, the
drive itself was good, having a bit of a
rubberneck etc. It was midday when we
walked onto the ever so famous "blow"
and met the local hang gliding instructor,
Alan Goldsworthy. He was to help out for
the two days so there wouldn't be as much
waiting around. The blow just looked like
a big bowl of sand and as for this Alan
bloke, I didn't like the look of him much.
A little muscly guy with tats? Boy was I
wrong.
After spending 45 minutes with Alan, I
found myself actually being taught and
not having to learn for myself. 15 minutes
later he got me doing "S" turns down the
blow. What I had seen as a sand bowl at
fIrst, was now the
best place to be
learning.
~

a few fast steps I was off over the end of
the blow. It was higher than I thought! Ok,
turn left now, straighten up, turn away
from the hill and back on the straight. I
could see Alan on the edge of the cliff
waving me closer to the hill, as I was sinking. Oh yea, I get it. I was too far out! So
with my next turn, I came right in close to
the cliff. It worked too. I was going up and
up. Before I knew it, I was higher than the
trees on the highest point of the ridge. On
landing after what had seemed to be 20
minutes, I was told I had been up for over
an hour.
Since that day, I have been going up to the
blow at Rainbow Beach every day off
from work and flying myself silly. I am the
proud owner of a Foil 160B and have 20
hours flying time up. One day soon after
buying my Foil I decided to practice top
landing. Well landing in general; in four
hours I did 22 top landing at the blow
which must say something of the conditions that day, and the site, of course. I feel
the need to fly again about the time I tie
the glider on the car. Can't wait to thermal!
Graeme Hall, 44883
P.S. Still haven't heard or seen anything
from my $5 from July 1989?

Ed's note: I met Graeme recently at an
inter-club comp held at one ofour Northem
New South Wales sites. He made the 35
odd kilometres to goal and I'd say he's still
smiling!
I don't recall receivingyour $5 Graeme, but
I'll check my records.

I did three flights
(glides) in the
bowl and Alan
sat down and
started to teach
me about soaring
this great site.
Having done a
lot of reading
over the past six
weeks, I knew
the concept, but
was I ready?
Yes! Why Not!
After a 20 minute
briefing, I was
high on confIdence and with
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Learning to Soar in the Mid 1970s, Part 2
Having mastered ground handling, sled
rides, coastal and inland soaring, and
hooking in and inserting battens on every
flight, our reminiscing correspondent
moves on to greater things.
Thermal Flight
Let me state at the outset that it is only
knowledge gained many years later which
has enabled me to identify that the flight
about to be described was in fact a thermal flight. The absence of a westerly and
its replacement by a light northerly wind
had rendered our coastal sites unflyable,
so eager to progress I headed to the only
north facing bit of topography on the
peninsula - a 1200 foot basalt outcrop
covered in scrub and rocks and known as
the South Block, which I intended to
pioneer as a soaring site. With glider on
one shoulder and harness on the other,
unburdened by helmet or parachute, I
traipsed a mile or so across the hot and
dusty stubble paddock to the foot of the
hill, barely noticing the few willy willys
spinning slowly across the stubble as they
were a familiar sight in this part of the
world. I then proceeded to inch my way
up the north face, every boulder, scrub

patch, fallen tree and brown snake causing me to long for a team of Sherpas, a
helicopter, a powerfully built and subservient girl friend who likes carrying gliders
up hills but not flying them down, a road
to the top, another hobby.....by the half
way mark I was on the verge of hallucinatingfromthe combination of sun, dehydration and 200 plus pulse rate. I eventually
found a large flat area of rock, gently
sloping down into the snake infested
scrub. I removed the larger of the sunbaking brown snakes and death adders and
set up. I wondered why the wind was coming and going. I'd never noticed that at the
coast. I double checked the battens,
hooked in, ambled down the rock and
over the snake pit and mushed into the air.
I analysed the takeoff and blamed the
mushing sensation on the low density air,
rather than the more dense pilot who
elected to amble rather than sprint. The
glider commenced a descent immediately, and I had my eyes fixed on the paddock below for a landing. Clearly, the
South Block was not soarable today. Then
without warning the glider pitched
violently, there was a dramatic increase in
airspeed as I pulled the bar in, and I was

going UP. I assumed the wind had increased to 35-40 knots although I could
see no evidence of it on the ground. I
cannot recall the precise sequence of
events in the next little while, but the elements of the experience included weightlessness, 2 to 3 Gs, the wing deflating and
re-inflating loudly, creaks and groans
from the airframe, a couple of wing drops,
a heart stopping dive and eventual
resumption of normal flight. In those
seconds or minutes, the base bar was impressed permanently with a set of my
fmger prints, I realised how much I loved
my girl friend even though she was neither
strong or subservient, I solemnly undertook to abandon hang gliding for ever
upon landing, and in the absence of reflex,
luff lines and a parachute I sought divine
intervention. Once oriented again, I
realised I was quite a few hundred feet
above take off height, and having no
penetration problems. I was however
having trouble uncurling my fmgers from
the base bar and with my eyelids peeling
back and my cheeks flapping I headed
earthwards at some indeterminate mach
number. After an uneventful landing, I
packed it up and packed it in.

Mt Ettalong 1976, looking across Broken Bay at Lion Island &
Barren Joey Head. Pilot David Herbert, CB200 -P Graham Herbert
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its velcro ribbon (the first time talk but my throat is dry and I can't open
the velcro had been undone) my mouth. My jaw muscles spasm as they
and let the stirrup drop. After strain against the wiring holding my jaw
some misdirected cycling mo- together. I turn my eyes and roll my head
tions from my legs, I found the slightly as someone squeezes my hand.
stirrup and placed both feet in My girlfriend is smiling, and has tears in
it. I stayed in the kneeling posi- her eyes. I work it all out. I wiggle my
tion for a few minutes and then fmgers, then my toes, then I smile too.
eased into prone. THIS was
what it was all about. I engaged The incident report that was never made
in much waving at the crowd Damage to pilot: orbit fractured in 3
and even cranked a few steep places; cheek bone fractured and comturns to demonstrate my completely depressed; nose broken; top jaw
plete mastery of the machine broken in two places (required wiring for
and the elements. I crabbed 4 weeks - a long time to drink pureed roast
back over the crowd, and made dinners through a straw); radius broken;
a flne top landing in line with wrist broken; thumb bruised - nail off;
one of the erosion gullies. As cuts and abrasions.
the earth bound mortals approached me, I was casual, I Damage to hang glider: A frame uprights
was cool, I was fantastic. I did destroyed, both leading edges broken,
not know it at the time, but this blood on coloured panels of dacron.
was the pride which cometh
before a fall. After a brief Cause of accident: cliff in the wrong
photo session, I hooked in place.
On Final at Mt Ettalong Runway 22 (Pearl Beach) again, and took off. Into prone Gavellp hang gliding for ten years.
straight away. Not as much
pilot Graham Herbert, CB200 - p David Herbert
height this time. Failed to
First flight in prone, at new site, with a notice that there were no white caps.
crowd to please
Flying at cliff height now, half a mile from
the crowd. Can just
Upon reflection, I decided not to aban- make it back. I will .............................................................
don hang gliding, but rather to stick to
land downwind up
coastal flying which was clearly what I did
best. I had purchased a brand new prone the erosion gully.
Gaining confidence
harness and also found a hitherto unflown
with this experience
soaring site which seemed an appropriate
UPPER BLUE MOUNTAINS
in slow flight which
spot to christen the harness. The site conprior to today had
sisted of 200 foot coastal cliffs stretching
been a dark and unfor 4 or 5 miles. They were vertical near
the base and sloping at about 40-50 explored corner of
degrees near the top. Numerous large the performance
envelope. Slowing
erosion gullies dissected the sandy cliffs
1iInII.lU1V_ 7 DAYS
down but skilfully
at intervals. Occasional small beaches
still maintaining
were at the foot of the cliffs, but mainly
height. Light wind,
there were rocks and surf. Not a problem
Intermediate
as I would be top landing. By this stage of light controls ........ .
my flying I was 'a legend in my own mind Wired for no sound
and Advanced pilots
(having erased the thermal flight at South
Block from my memory). I was the in- "What's your name?
Flight Park with accommodation on the
heritor of the reality which all generations ..... What day is
of mankind up to mine had only been able it? .... Who is the
landing area
mmlto dream about - I could fly at will without prime
an engine, I could soar with the eagles, I ster? .... What's your * 1400' launches south and south-east
had slipped the surly bonds of phone number?"
earth ......Having waxed lyrical in such There's a doctor * Rockclimbing (instruction at extra cost)
manner about the magic of hang gliding leaning over me, and
to anyone who would listen and even to a nurse looking over
* Bushwalking
shoulder .
those who wouldn't, resulted in a small his
crowd assembling on the cliff tops to ob- There's a needle *
Bunkhouse for up to 12 people
serve the miracle themselves. With blue taped into the back
*
skies, consistent white caps and what I of my hand - my face
Trout and eel fishing
deemed in my wisdom to be the perfect is very stiff - my right
arm
is
in
plaster.
site, the stage was set, complete with
audience. Take off was masterly, and I That hospital smell
Call Dave Kattau (063) 523435
was soon 100 feet or some other height hits my nostrils. I lift
No Pets Please
above take off. I released the stirrup from my head a little. It
throbs and I try to i • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

HIGHPOINT

..

Attention:
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The Australian Freestyle Hang Gliding Championships
Crescent Head 1991
Set down for the 11th to 14th April, the
competition went, with the help of Crescent Head people, kind a sorta how I
thought it might.
The preceding days to the 11th experienced big southerly winds with the
frrst rains seen up this way for months.
The old story ... if you want to break a
drought just organise a hang gliding comp
Thursday saw a pilot briefmg around 9.30
am at the Crescent Head Country Club,
our major sponsor, with a fair turn up as
the winds were still light and from the
north. A few pilots were on their way up
so the rest hit the surf for a couple of
hours. That's the thing about Pleasant
Heads; if the flyin's not on, there's always
the surf.
Friday had a good south wind sending
pilots scattering for their gliders at about
9am and the day looked set to roll. The
Lions Club members erected their marque tent, which was to be their lot for the
weekend, and sure enough the wind went
back to the north and died. A briefing was
set for noon and it was decided to use the
towing systems, provided by Lee Scott
and String (from Iluka), at the airstrip,
just to the west of town. With the tent
transferred and the judges assembled the
first few pilots had a couple of practice
tows.
The wind was getting stronger from the
ESE and very crossed which meant the
hill would be back on. Sure enough, as
soon as one of those damned jellyfish
things raised its ugly head above the cliffs,
the pilots convinced me they could be set

Bob Cox launching during freestyle comp -p Ben Leonard
up and under way in no time on the hill.
Because of so much chopping and changing, the day was called off, with the intention of an early start in the morning.

ing Craig Docherty with some fluid moves
over the top. The Mission was no match
for the Blitz but Craig learnt a bit and was
happy with himself.

The skies were alive as a bit of practice
was done by those hoping of things to
come ...

The wind had swung to a solid 10-12 knot
ESE, perfect for the cliff face, and as the
turbulence increases at the strip in this
direction, we made the move to the hill.

Saturday
Once again the sou wester was on the hill
... maybe to come on soon ...
But we stuck to our guns and started the
first heat with Mark Barnfield being
towed to 1800 ft above the strip. Barny
performed wingover after wingover, spin
after spin in a flight that seemed to take
ages to get down, no doubt due to the very
nice cu's forming left right and centre.
Ian Duffy then released at 1800 ft to show
his style but as he was going
up doing flat spins, we
realised something was
wrong with the scoring system and a time limit was
placed on these 'thermal
flights'.
Ian took out the frrst flight;
the sky was filling with very
nice cu's and it would have
been one of those classic
thermal away from the
coast days except we had
this damned comp on ...
one of those weekends! We
did manage to fmish one
heat with Russell Duncan,
who happened to be
honeymooning here, beat-
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Once under way, Barney showed his style
to take the second flight from Ian Duffy
only to lose it when his harness became
tangled on the third flight.
Heat five saw Tony Armstrong taking the
lead from Port Macquarie pilot Ben
Leonard.
Heat six had Derick Inglis scoring ahead
of Wayne Collison. Wayne put the
manoeuvres in but Derick scored in the
artistic impression and landing sections.
Good one Derick.
Dave Cookman won heat seven ahead of
Bob Cox.
Round two, heat one; Ian Duffy threw
everything at the judges in an effort to best
Rick Duncan, but his big wingovers and
spins were a little rough against the
smooth flying and numerous manoeuvres
of the number one seed.
Heat two; With manoeuvres and artistic
impression scores equal in the frrst flight,
Russell Duncan's landing had him competing against Darmy Scott. In the light
and variable conditions, Darmy used his
style and grace in the air to take the
second flight.
August 1991

Semi no 1; Rick Duncan v.
Danny Scott
Danny was impressive with
spins, wingovers and 150 +
wingovers. A perfect spot landing put the pressure on Rick,
who took the challenge and
won by 0.3 points. Rick won the
next flight and moved onto the
final.
Semi no 2; Tony Armstrong v.
Bruce Daniel
Vibes set out strongly with
huge wingovers and spin after
spin, followed by a perfect
. landing to win this heat. Bruce
Daniel's judgement proved superb with his last spin far lower
than was thought sensible. As
Bruce was the only pilot to
score max landing points for
ALL his landings, it was obvious that he knew his glider
extremely well. Bruce
produced more spectacular
flying to take third from Danny
Scott, who I might add, looked
very stylish in his flying suit and
harness ...

Tony Annstrong diving down the east face - p.
Vic Ralph
The pressure was on but conditions were
getting scratchy and Danny managed a
couple of more chandelles to take the
third flight from Russ by 1.3 points.
Heat three; The crowd really came alive
in this heat when Tony Armstrong spun
his way out of sight below the cliff face,
heading south. After a good thirty
seconds he popped up at the northern end
again heading south. The judges gave him
two change of bank scores. Knowing this
cliff face very well I was glad to see Vibes
above the hill in these light conditions.
Then he did it again on his second flight.
Derrick performed some big 90-120 wingovers but was defeated by Vibes.
Heat four; Dave Cookman flew strongly
but Bruce Daniel's power and spins confirmed this heat for him. It certainly
seemed that spins were a big point scorer
as the artistic impression judges were
scoring good ones very highly.
The artistic impression judges consisted
of a panel of non hang gliding locals with
Heidy marshalling them, and as all were
exhausted, it was off to the pub.
Sunday dawned bright and sunny with a
strong northerly! We adjourned to the
front beach and the gliders were 'assisted'
into the air for the fmals.
August 1991

The Finals
Vibes had been hungry for a
win all weekend and took out the first
flight by 7.6 point. Not to be outdone Rick
had the Blitz at all attitudes and with a
better landing took the second flight.

Country Club for the presentation.
Major Sponsors for the Competition:
Crescent Head Country Club
Crescent Head businesses:- the Pharmacy, Gourmet butchery, The Tavern
and the service station.
John Coby and Skylimit Sports Aviation
added to the prizes
Air Borne Windsports
High Adventure Airpark
Telecom Australia for the invaluable
mobile phone
Mark's Chickens, Kempsey
Barsby's, Kempsey
The Lions Club was fantastic and these
clubs should be supported whenever we
(as a hang gliding community) can do so.
The artistic impression judges, who were
moved again and again, did a wonderful
job, had fun and learnt a lot about out
sport; Thanks to you.
Anyone I've missed here, ya know I loves
ya, and thanks for the help!!
The future
Always looks very bright after a comp
goes well ... BUT we have now shown that
we can run this sort of comp on a set
couple of days. We can move into bigger
and better shows from now on.
Don't forget to call into Pleasant Heads
next time heading north and even if the
flyin is not on you'll certainly enjoy yourselves.

See you all at the next Freestyle
The Wold Masters Freestyle Champion Joe Scott
could taste victory and pulled out all the
stops to score equal highest
'/)FttilH1T~~fr:iI(&1!rl,¥]l¥f:2TtrTI
points of the comp so far. Tony Em
regained his composure and ?
put the XSR through so many <
manoeuvres that although he
scored equal landing and artistic impression points with
Rick, he was 4.8 ahead on i
manoeuvres. The spins and :~,w~:<!{~~
120 to 150 wingovers were lt~~i'1kJJjgr :ffim
some of the best and
9.:,:·~~J,J.J;;JLI"',:,:.(U.tl4LC,I;;U;:
smoothest you'd ever wish to
see!!

!:.~~1~~~~38]

All in all the pil r ~ 'ho put
most energy, deten. nation . : : » :""'.;0"....':"'".:
and planning into his flights, · .y~iija~d·~~fl£~~jffib~
won the event. The scoring :i~
system worked again but some '
flaws were found.

.(i

Thanks must go to Russell
Duncan, who assisted the . . )
gliders into the air with true
(
professionalism, accuracy and . ..
',',',:;;.c,"cc:·'·:·'·'···:·:·:·:
great timing. With the tide
rapidly coming in we packed
up and hot footed it to the
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Around about

•••

German Nationals
1st
2nd
3rd

Knut von Hentig
Tomas Suchanek
Drew Cooper

Laser
XS155
XS169

drachenOieger magazine

announces its traditional trade fair for
hang glider and paraglider pilots.
Managed by drachenflieger magazine
and taking place each autumn for the past
5 years, it has been named INDUGA (Internationale Drachen und Gleitschirm
Ausstellung) .
This year the event will be on September
28th and 29th, at Lenggries (about 60
kilometres south of Munich). All major
manufacturers of hang gliders,
paragliders and ultralights will be present
at the exhibition. Test flights, a private
occasion market, a paragliding contest,
delta-ballet and aerobatic demonstrations, demo flights of motorised
paragliders, a movie show in the evening,
panel discussions and more attractions
will be offered to the visitors.
Also, the victory ceremony and the
autumn meeting of the German Hang
Gliding League will be held.
Short term membership '"

The Executive Director would like it
known that Novice pilot, Paul Kirwan did
have STM membership whilst training
with Dave Kauttau at Blackheath early
this year.
Ian Jarman

Ethel Lumb, Aviatress

Accident Report

by Cameron Sharp

While towing at Donnington Air Park, near
Townsville, two very experienced pilots were
seriously injured while flying tandem.
There was no ring on the end of the rope, and what
used to be a bowline knot, deformed under load to
become a sort of slip knot. They were using a
spinnaker release, which has a "bulge" over which
the rope passes on release. Because the rope was
now tight on the release it did not disconnect. They
flew down over the rope but they also inadvertently
dragged the rope through some bushes and sapling
trees beside the strip. These snagged the rope.
The pilots were using a shear pin weak-link behind
the release. When the weak link breaks it activates
the release, which wasn't working, so they remained
connected until the rope finally came uptight and
they were hauled into the ground.
Injuries included severe face and head injuries,
broken leg, broken arm, ribs, teeth and one very
bent glider.
The first and main reason for the accident was the
lack of a rigid ring on the end of the rope.
Secondly, a weak-link which did not act independently of the release.
Thirdly, complacency? This rope, release, weak-link
combination has been used by these pilots extensively with no problems before, and so it was assumed that it would continue to work.
Lastly, this was a good case in favour of full-face
helmets. A topic for discussion, maybe?
MikeZupanc

They said that she was crazy,
They said that she was mad.
They said that she should settle
down,
With a solid likely lad.
They said she'd never do it.
She'd be foolish if she tried,
But Ethel Lumb, she had succumbed,
To the magic of the skies.
In eighteen fifty seven, when just a
spritely lass
She had lit a match, with rushed dispatch,
In a room with leaking gas.
Blown through the roof, all skirts
and hoops,
She landed safe and fair;
Her whale bone vest and hooped insets; parachuting air.
From that day on young Ethel sprang,
From buildings tall and spiring,
In costumes fierce, laced and pierced,
With silken thread and wiring.
By eighteen hundred sixty three,
She'd become a well known sight.
Up with dawn at every morn and
floating till last light.
She spiralled up the thermals,
From Worcester to the Dales.
She floated over Oxfordshire,
And Gloucester; right to Wales.
But when she told the local press,
The plan she had in mind,
The critiques in the press next day,
Were doubtful and unkind.
When they said that she was crazy,
When they said that she was mad,
When they said that she should settle
down,
With a solid likely lad;
When they said she'd never do it,
She merely shook her flannel;
And turning tail, her hoops a-flail
Went off to float the Channel.
Well sad and true I tell to you,
That Ethel never made it.
The well intentioned be-wigged prigs,
At Parliament forbade it.
With no recourse to higher courts,
Ethel's flight was grounded,
And with it, Ethel Lumb's career,
As aviatress floundered.

j

t

There's little in the history books,
Of Ethel's flights and fame .
And Lumb succumbed to old ideals,
And took a married name.
An American she married,
But with genes so full of flight,
It's no surprise; she had two sons,
Did Mrs Ethel Wright.
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Results from the Women's World Championships Kossen
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
17th
22nd
24th
33rd
43rd
50th
52nd
55th

r

Judy Leden
Annelise MGller
Bruna Lanfranchi
Fabienne Lemaire
Kathleen Rigg
Francoise Dieuzeide
* Jenny Ganderton
Dianne Ecoeur
* Birgit Svens
Anja Kohlrausch
Barbara Bachman
Petra Bader
Kari Castle
* Helen Ross-Smith
Manuela Schneider
ToveHeaney
* Toni Noud
Leith Silva
Fran Wing
JoMcNamara
* Suzy Gneist
Avril Craighead
Sonja Woolridge

Great Britain
Switzerland
Switzerland
France
Great Britain
France
Australia
Switzerland
Australia
Germany
Switzerland
Germany
USA
Australia
Germany
Norway
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia

5195
4705
4379
4281
4174
4174
4137
4097

3830
3731
3665
3559
3358
3326
3204
3041
2755
2631
1725
1133
783
524
279

K2
WWHPAT145
XS
XS
Rumour I 13.5
Boomerang 13
Foil Combat 139
XS155
Foil Combat 139
K2
WWHPAT145
WWHPAT145
WWHPAT158
XS142
K2
XS142
XS142
XS142
Foil Combat 139
XS142
XS142
Foil Combat 139
Blitz 137

Team Scores
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

France
Switzerland
Germany
Australia
Great Britain
Japan
USA
Norway

Story has it that on one particularly
inverted day, the pilots spent 4.5
hours attempting to gain enough altitude to photograph the start-gate
higher up the mountain, only to land
at 7.30pm in the bomb out to score
nil points. That's perseverance for
you!

60 pilots participated; * = Australia's nominated scoring teamFrance nominated
3 pilots for their team, while Switzerland had 6 and Australia 5.

A Note from HGFA
Below is a copy of a letter drafted by our
president detailing the concern with
which we view CAA's decision to not only
cut our funding, but to reduce the number
of sport aviation inspectors. These
people have served us well over recent
years and their removal would bring us
back to dealing with non sport aviation
oriented bureaucrats. We have advanced
our sport under the current system, so we
can't afford to return to the bad old days.
Please copy this letter and send it to Mr
Baldwin.

MrFBaldwin
Chief Executive Officer
GPO Box 367
CANBERRA ACT 2601
Dear Sir
Cost Cutting Measures· Sports Aviation Liaison
I have become aware of the Civil Aviation Authority's resources review which I believe
will have future implications for me as a member of the Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia and for all other members of Sports Aviation organisations.
I understand as part of this review, the Authority's complement of 4 Sports Aviation
Inspectors will be reduced by 75% to 1 officer based in Canberra.
I am concerned that my future dealings with the CAA will become largely unproductive
because I will be compelled to liaise with, and submit applications for approval to, the
Authority's field officer staff, who are charged with responsibility of servicing the
Authority's core business customers (commercial aviation) - to the exclusion of our
sport.
This type of arrangement within the Authority's predecessors existed nearly 20 years
ago and was largely unproductive for Sports Aviation interests and, indeed, "succeeded" in retarding the growth of the industry.
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I urge you to re-assess our mutual needs - yours in protecting the public interest and
ours in what is perceived as purely a recreational activity, but from which, in fact, a
significant proportion of pilots progress to becoming airline pilots. It is not generally
known that the Sports Aviation level is, for many people, an entry point into general
aviation and subsequently airline flying.
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I strongly urge you to re-assess your priorities for the benefit of all concerned and you
either reverse your decision or examine alternatives for cost reduction.

"

at- l q.st-. .. ~"<;.

., ~
,_ bA- do.A; ~O -ko ~~~.
"--- Yours faithfully
\~ ~ f11c.k~ vehi'ck.. .. t Jv(es
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Member
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
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The "Boom Bar"

\

LIke many inventions, the "Boom Bar"
started out as a joke over a couple of
beers. We had been talking of the other
types of flight simulators around the
world. I wanted a way of teaching students pitch roll and bar pressure and the
effects they have on a glider. As I already
had a trailer with a payout winch on it and
as it went everywhere with my, why not
incorporate both?

/

The next problem was to design the support for the glider; something strong
enough for a pilot and a glider. After
sifting through all myoId LEs' and
spreaders, I decided that I would need
steel. After a trip to the steel merchant,
$100 and a week with the "sparkler stick",
it was ready.
The Test Run
I have to mention the first run of the
"Boom Bar". Having no airstrip near
Wodonga that we could use for the test,
we decided to use the next best thing; the
new housing estate over the road. With
the glider mounted on the "Bar" we took
to the streets. Russell (Co-designer)
drew the short straw. After one run along
the road we knew we had a winner. Apparently the locals still talk about the
"crazy guy who flew up their road".

How It Works
The "Bar" has two main supports. The
first support is at one end of the bar and

Student Barry Smith reqdy to "Go, go, go" - p. Tony Dennis
is the main pivot. The second support is
the "Y" bar at the rear of the trailer. This
is to support the glider when the system is
stationary. There is limiting ropes on
both wings of the nose which attach to the
"Boom". The "Boom" has about a metre
movement up and down and side to side.
The top is attached to the hang point to
keep the movement as natural as it can be.

The "Boom Bar" works best at 28-35 mph.
You need an ASI on the car. The student
can really fly a glider without ever being
in danger. The aim of the student is to

"Boom Bar" at speed, HolbrookAirstrip - p. Tony Dennis

keep the "Boom Bar" flying without
touching any of the safety guard.
The student can practice roll control and
they learn to control the glider to correct
the right way every time. They can also
get a good body position to practice their
hand grip changes etc.
The best advantage is that the instructor
can sit on the trailer and talk to the student. After a run into a head wind, you can
go tail wind if the wind is below 15 mph.
The ASI is all that matters.
This can save the student many hours of
running up and down the hill and so far
has proved a 100% success.
If anyone would like information about
the "Boom Bar", please feel free to contact the Right Altitude Hang Gliding
School, phone (057) 623292 or 140 Clarke
Street, Benalla, Victoria 3672

A special thanks to Russell Griffiths for
his help in designing and building the
"Boom Bar", or as he calls it, "The John
Thomas". Also John White for the use of
his shed and Blacky for the beers of inspiration.
Tony Dennis, 33684
Instructor
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could mount the entire winch directly to
the tow bar, however, the winch needed
to be slightly modified to reduce its bulk.
I found it had to have a complete new
frame which was light, simple and compact so the winch could be packed away
in to the boot of the car. The base bar
stands are bolted on. This enable the entire winch to fit into the boot plus some
camping gear, much to my wife Karalyn's
dismay. She says it's not enought that I am
away all weekend, now her car too.
A one ton ute has relaively stiff suspension so it was a pleasant and safer change
to the softer ride of Karalyn's 626 as our
strip here is a bit rough now due to the
flood damage. Our observer says the airconditioning is great too.

Ron Huxhagen towing, Mackay -p Lex Thumpson

The glider is released by either driver or
observer and a rigid nose pole prevents

With a little bit of
imagination ...
During North Queensland's big wet, I
noticed my trusty old or should I say rusty
old ute was breadking out in a cancer
rash. A closer inspection between
showers revealed it was time to retire it
from active service.
This meant our winch was without a platform. It's difficult to fmd a ute suitable for
towing when you need one but there always seems to be plenty of sedans or
wagons about with tow bars, so I put pen
to paper just in case the rain ever stops
and the strip dries.
A few days went by witht the only result
being an empty beer fridge, then I
weighed the winch, glider and me, compared it to the rated capacity of the tow
bar on my wife's car and there it was. I

John Fielder towing, Mackay - p Lex Thompson

John Fielder on tow, Mackay - p. Lex Thompson

the glider nose diving into the roof.
All we need now is the cyclones to clear
out so we can fly it some more.
Ron Huxhagen
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The Politics of
Flying
by Rob Woodward

In
light of the fee increase per
(State/Region) member involved at the
April HGFA Board Meeting as well as a
trend toward unilateral decisions being
taken without due consultation, I have
decided to put some of my thought and
observations in writing, hopefully to
evoke some response or at least discussion amongst pilots.
Twenty or so years ago when hang gliding
was in it's embryonic stages a few pilots
got together because:
(l)they wanted to share knowledge and
expenence;
(2)they could share resources;
(3)a group could lobby better with
farmers and Department of Aviation;
(4)camaraderie of flying, etc.
Now this was all very casual and fine, until
some bright spark said, "we've got lots of
people interested in hang gliding, we
should form a committee so that we can
look after all these people's needs". So
committees were formed and because
committees need money to run and
postage, telephone etc., all the pilots were
asked to pay some money to belong to the
club. This was fine because the
costlbenefit relationship was very obvious. Whatever the ramp or newsletter
etc cost, the amount was split between the
members and they all got a direct tangible
benefit.
Now I would suggest that this scenario
would still happen in most clubs around
Australia right now because it is the
easiest, simplest and most efficient way of
getting things done in your local area;
which after all is where you spend most of
your time flying. The problem is, however, that these days most of the funds
(over 80%) that you pay to be a member
of your State Association/Region go to
HGFA and it seems that there is little
direct return in the way of tangible
benefits.
OK, Ian Jarman in his report in June
Skysailor gives details of all the benefits
you do get, but I ask you to consider "that
these benefits really improved your flying
at your sites? What if the proportion of
funds was reversed and your State Association/Region got over 80% of the
fees, do you perceive you would have improved sites, training gliders etc?"
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Here in SA if we want a
site improvement, to
obtain a concession
against the CAO, to investigate a fatality, run a
competition etc we just
do it, it's our business
and if HGFA collapsed
tomorrow, we would
keep flying and undertake all the responsibilities as we have
since hang gliding took
off. I'm sure that most
other State Associations/Regions would
concede that they
would do likewise.
However, I am not advocating a dismantling
of the National Body. I
believe that HGFA has
a purpose to serve and
that pilots can benefit
Cape lelVis, SA -photo S Brown
from its existence; it's
just that I feel it's growing out of control and
HAVE AN OPINION!! It doesn't take
that we, the State Associations/Regions much effort.
are serving it and not vice versa.
A pilots are not members of HGFA,
To be quite honest, hang gliding is an neither are any other individual pilots in
individual sport and the people who have Australia. We will not relinquish our
contributed most have usually done it of identity and hand over our respontheir own initiative, they haven't waited sibilities because of the convenience of
for a committee or a government grant to centralisation.
fulfil their visions - they just did it! I feel
that we could end up writing 5 year plans NOW some of you might think that I'm a
for the benefit of Government agencies to bit of a dinosaur wanting to go back to the
get grants that maybe we don't really old days of $35 membership fees and that
need. Hell, what happened before they I'm anti-progress and unprofessional.
I'm open to your criticisms but I don't
gave us any money!
necessarily think that the more money you
I am in favour of the user pays system spend the more professional we look.
provided that the services that are
provided are what the pilots want. This Honestly, I would rather have some of the
means that I believe it's time for pilots State/Region fees allocated to HGFA
across Australia to start using Skysailor as from my membership going towards
a vehicle to express your feelings about buying the top ofMt Buffalo than towards
the direction of hang gliding/paragliding an office block. I believe that our sports
of hang/para gliding will still grow and
in Australia.
thrive not because of HGFA but because
For heavens sake, this is one organisation of individuals - pilots, instructors, safety
to which you have access to change policy, officers etc who want to share the delights
you are one of only 2000 or so pilots in of 3DXTC with anyone keen to try.
Australia and you can have a direct impact on it's direction, which is more than OK so there's a few thoughts, agree or
you can say for Australian Politics. If you disagree but come up with some reasoned
don't think 7% of your membership fees arguments - I'll answer any of them and if
should go to competitions write to you can convince me of any errors in my
Skysailor, let everyone know, there may logic, I'll be pleased to concede.
be 1000 other recreational pilots out there
who agree.

S

If you think Ian Jarman should get double
his wage for putting up with all the crap
he takes, start a lobby group (fan club).

SKYSAILOR
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A Response to Rob
Woodward's Letter
from the Executive Director
While I don't disagree with much of Rob's
opinion, the essence of the article is that
the HGFA is doing too much and as a
result costing too much.

So, can the states and regions do it better?
Can SAHGA obtain insurance for its 127
members at the same rate as HGFA?
Do SA instructors feel that they can go it
alone without training, qualifications or
national body support should the inevitable, occasional accident occur? Can
they provide the professional standards
that the general community not only expect but can legally demand?
Will SA's many excellent competition
pilots be happy about relinquishing FAI
records and access to F AI international
competition, and the chance for any
worthwhile financial assistance from
Government schemes which are only obtainable via a true national representative
organisation?
Will the smaller regions/states be able to
write and produce Operations Manuals
acceptable to CAA for all three of our
sports?
Yes, 15 years ago things were simpler; no
instructors, no glider certification, no formal training programmes, no hassles.
No government support, no freedom to
fly above 300', no credibility.
The price we paid was not dollars, but
lives and injuries.

We have come too far, and too many have
put too much of their own time and money
into this sport to see it return to its bloody
beginnings just because its getting a bit
difficult, a bit more costly ...
Hell, isn't just surviving in the 90's the
same complex cost spiralling snare? If our
sport was not tied to the technologies,
legalities and bureaucracies of modern
life, then the costs could be less.
In the long term I agree that Government
funding is not the answer, yet I would not
be doing my job if I didn't apply for it on
behalf of all our members, be they competition oriented or not.

Competitions funded by 7% of fees ???
At present each member pays only 0.8%
to competitions. Yes, less than 1%. The
7% of gross expenditure for competitions
comes directly from ASC grants ... the
grants that Rob claims are a waste of time
... will the SAHGA pilots directly assisted
by these grants, please give the money
back!
Woody asks if you support the concept of
a paid director/administrator/dogs body
for our sport ...
To do away with a national office would
bring hang gliding, paragliding and
powered hang gliding as we know it to a
bloody and bitter end.
In fact this provides a good opportunity
for me to give notice that I will be seeking
to re-negotiate my contract later this year
and will expect to get at least the average
wage, plus normal employee benefits ...
such as superannuation, leave loading,
workers comp, overtime rates, standard
travel allowances, meals and accommodation when working away from
home? Will I still be expected to supply

Tumut from the "live-side" of the circuit - p. Ian lannan

my own office furniture including desks,
chairs, answer machine, bench, bookshelves, filing cabinet and even the computer
and printer (until recently)?
Whatever happened to the so called
HGFA office block ... but I too would
rather see my fees going toward a permanent site as underneath this administrative mask I am a keen pilot, and
don't mind these little sacrifices.
Rob has asked you to have an opinion; I
also suggest you think seriously about this
issue. Because the real question here is do
you want a HGFA or do you want
autonomous State Associations? Are you
a member of the HGFA or are you a
member of Region X or State Y?
It seelD.S that many people have trouble

seeing what good the HGFA does ...
maybe you should consider it the other
way. What will the majority of you lose
without a national body to do things it now
does. Sure those in remote areas will not
be seriously affected. It doesn't matter
what CAA rules are, there is little to no
pressure on your sites from councils and
crowds. Insurance and liability don't
seem to be issues as there is no-one
around to hit and it is easy to control and
assist the one or two new pilots in the area
... BUT those in the more populous areas,
the majority of members, have all those
concerns and more in just getting to fly
occasionally ... they need a strong national
representative body.
To give them their say, why don't we have
our national board elected by the members, each of you with one vote. A postal
vote system similar to the NRMA or the
USHGA where the regional candidates
provide some guide as to what they can
and will do for their region and the HGFA
through Skysailor ... leaving it to the true
membership population to decide. Or
does that rankle of being a little too fair?
Will the smaller states lose their identity
because the majority of members couldn't
care less about regional loyalties. Their
loyalties are to the club. It is coincidental
that the State Assoc is the club in SA. The
Northern Beaches club in Sydney has
more members than SNNT combined
and they don't get a vote, they only have a
sixth of a vote at HGFA.
I agree that the members should have a
say ... but give all members an equal say ...
don't quibble about constitutions; they
can be changed to meet the needs of a
changing membership and changing
society. We can't go back, we can only go
forward. But it is the members who must
provide the direction of that progress.
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New Products
AirBorne
BLITZ 137
From the Pilot's Seat.
by Sonja Woolridge
My first impression of the Blitz 137 : here
was a high performance glider made
specifically for the small pilot. The Blitz
137 weighs only 29 kg, making ground
handling a pleasure. My previous
problems launching in nil wind or in very
strong conditions have been completely
solved due to the smaller size (scaled
down) A Frame. At last I can actually fit
my shoulders comfortably into the A
frame and rest the glider on them. The
rubber backed, small diameter uprights
should be compulsory for pilots with
small hands - they make launching a lot
more comfortablelHaving flown mainly
intermediate gliders, I have always been
under the impression that there were
extra difficulties in setting up a high performance glider. So many battens! However after setting up the Blitz 237 I was
pleasantly surprised at how easy it
VHGA I n c. ,

DO Bo>: 400 ,

was.The Airborne team have simplified
the set-up procedure through careful engineering. Like the Blitz 151, the 137 setup is quick (7 minutes) and stress free (I
always managed to lose those safety pins).
I no longer fight a losing battle with the
pull-back system, as Airborne's 2-1
reduction effectively halves the load required to pull tension on. It's also great
not to have to worry about putting the
compensator on (I've never fully understood it's purpose anyway).My first flight
in the Blitz 137 was nothing less than brilliant. I was mentally prepared for those
dreaded "speed wobbles" that I'd experienced in other high performance
gliders. However the glider was extremely stable and predictable, although the
acceleration caught me by sunrise!!l was
amazed at how easily the VG pulls on. I'm
told that this is due to the 12-1 reduction
and the more expensive roller bearing
pulleys used throughout the system. With
VG full on, the Blitz 137 appeared to
perform almost too good for all it's
simplicity. At last I can glide with the best
of them.Not only does the Blitz 137 perform well, it is also extremely easy to
handle. I have always found that I have to
really muscle the larger high performance
gliders around the sky, particularly in tur-

bulence. Not so with this little glider.
Again I could tell that it was built with the
light-weight pilot in mind. In summary,
"The Blitz 137 looks good and flys great"

Specifications
Sail area
137 sq ft (12.8 sq m)
(Actual area calculated with CAD system)
WingSpan
30 ft 8.5 in (9.4 m)
Aspect Ratio
6.9
Weight
29 kg
Pack Up
Length
5.3m
BreakDown
Length
3.8m
Rec. Pilot
Weight Range
45-65 kg
The whole glider has been scaled down
mathematically from the Blitz 151. It has
been built for the smaller pilot, without
alterations to sizes for ease of manufacture ie. parts are not interchangeable between models.
The Blitz 137 will be available for test
flights at High Adventure Air Park and
other Airborne dealers from June 1991.

Prahran, 3181

Competition Details (forming section 6 of the HGFA Comoetition Rules)

QQi~£t~~~§.

: To prOVide competition e:·:oel'ience for Victol'ian pilots of all
levels; and
to improve the National ranKing of Vic'torian pilots.

§!:2.Q.!1LQ.f._~Q.I!lQ~tH.~Q.Q

: The comoe't it ion sfla 11 be cond uct ed in Doen and C
gl'ades.

Q2.t~§'_2.QQ._hQ.£~t~Q.Q§'

: The competition shall be conducted on
3, 4 & 5/11/91 at Mt. Emu/Tawonga Gap/Mt. Buffalo (HQ at Bogong
Hotel, Tawonga); and
16, 17 , 23 & 24/11/91 at Ben Nevis/Buangol'/E l Mhurst/Sugerloaf (HQ tba.)
If the ~eather dUl'ing the comoetition is such that by 24/11/91 fewer
than 5 rounds have been conducted, additional rounds may be scheouled.

2,

Q2.~l~_£!:Q.g!:~I!lI!l~

:
- MOl'ning ailot bl'iefing (and registration)
- Pre-flight ailot briefing
- ~irst oi l ot ready to l aunc h
- Notification of landing detai l s to sco r er (note - oenalty
points may be awal'ded fol' l ate notification of landing
detai Is)
21:00 - Pl'eliminary results ~osted
10:00
12:00
12 :30
20:00

e!:~;.~'§.

: Pl'izes conSisting of trop flies and donated ol' oducts wi l l be awal'ded
t o 1st , 2nd and 3l'd ovel'al! and 1st in C grade. Daily pl'iZeS will be
awal'ded if available.

5Qt!:y_!!~g!:l.~!:~I!l~Qt§.

: The cOl'llpetition is open to HGFA members with a minimllm
of NOVice + Al pine oi l ot rating.

E~~
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: The competition entl'y fee is $35 (inc l udes $20 bond).
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The Best Kept
Secret
by Keith Lush
Thursday evening, Landcruiser packed to
the gills and the south west town of Albany in our sights. After 5 hours on good
roads, not many cops and our two year old
daughter propped up in the back and
blissfully fast asleep between the esky and
my pod harness, we rolled into the Shelley
Beach camp site. By the time we had the
tent set up it was lam and the sudden flash
ofheadlamps over the bay announced the
arrival of Gramac's Mere, complete with
glider on the roof.
Usual topics like forecast accuracy, wind
direction, how many people expected and
'do you want another tinny?' were exhausted and we sacked out at around
2am. To the uninitiated, Shelley Beach
on West Cape Howe, the southern most
tip of Western Australia, is a hang glider
pilot's paradise. Green grass to set the
tent up on, clean toilets half way up the
gully, fresh water stream (drinkable)
flowing all year round, brilliant white
beach, probably 60m wide by 700m long,
all nestled beneath a ridge that rises to 150
m above the crystal clear southern Ocean.
But we know better. Every paradise has
it's darker side. When I flIld Shelley's I'll
let you know.
By 10.30 next morning the rainbow
coloured wind sock gave us all the encouragement we needed. Pre flight the
glider, hang check, get rid of the spiders
and half eaten lollies from the harness,
nothing twisted, battens snug. Ready .. At
takeoff you are faced with a few little traps
which bear some thought. The low bushes
on the edge create some turbulence so
you have to move around a bit to get both
wings flying before committing to take off.
Then good communications with your
nose wire man is essential. I like to give
precise clear instructions. Then, with the
base bar pulled in as far as possible, 3 or
4 good strides is all that is usually required. My mate Mike gave me some
good advice when I was learning. He said
that when you're all balanced and ready
to run, hold the bar against your thighs
and fall on your face. Or more to the
point, go to fall on your face but miss the
ground. If you feel as though you are falling over, your legs will go like hell to catch
up and that provides the strength and
acceleration for a good takeoff.
There's no such thing as too strong a run
and Shelley's is no exception. Also, it's
always good practice at this site to keep
on a bit of speed to penetrate out thru the
August 1991

inevitable bumps that occur just after
takeoff. The nature of this site means that
you can fly straight out into lift for quite
some distance, perform a nice gentle turn
to the right and make the main ridge with
plenty of height; all while still in hang. The
point I'm making for learners is don't be
in a hurry to kick up into prone. Also, for
those like myself who don't mind landing
on the beach while the other guys are
bending uprights on top, some more advice. At the base of the main ridge there
is a sort of mini ridge. Always make your
turns over this when setting up an approach. When you are getting down a bit,
crab over towards this little ridge and
make your turns in the lift there.
By the time you are out over the water you
are already facing back in the direction
you want to go with a simple side slip to
get back over the sand. It's nice to know
that you can fly up and down this little
ridge for as long as you want before actually landing and it's good practice for
close tight sites.
As for top landings. They look easy when
you watch other guys. But the fact that
even the advanced pilots screw up from
time to time gives a hint of the perils. A
good understanding of ground effect,
rotor and wind gradients, coupled with a
little luck and local's advice is always
handy. General rule of thumb. Land up
near the front. This is usually safest.
Gramac had a nifty aerosol fog horn from
his boat which was quite effective in scattering the ooh ah brigade ofterrorists that
always gather. Needless to say, however,
once up above main ridge, all the efforts
are instantly justified. That injection of
'Great to be alive' juice is a feeling second
to none .. bar one maybel

West Hang Gliding suggested we beef up
the leading edges a little. Factory approved of course. Well it worked a treat.
Pointing directly towards Eclipse Island,
the wind that is, and starting at about
195m at main ridge I can now truck out to
sea for half a k or so and end up at 350 m.
Couldn't do that before. Now there's a
good tip if you are running out of ideas.
Wing loadings are not printed just to soak
up ink.
Anyhow, in short, we had 3 days ofperfect
conditions at Shelley'S this trip. I was
super slack and still managed to add over
6 hours to my log. Not withstanding
Shelley'S, the area offers a bunch of other
sights, depending on conditions and individual tastes. Lowlands, SE and a brilliant learner site. Sand patch, Back Beach
and Mutton Bird Island to take the south
westerly directions and Isthmus Hill with
Frenchmans Bay nearby for those occasional northerlies. These arc all within
20 minutes or so from Shelley's camping
area and Back Beach is the only site where
a 4WD is handy. For those of you who arc
anticipating a visit to the west complete
with glider, October to Easter is the most
reliable period and of course Christmas
thru New Year is the busiest time. We've
rated Shelley's at novice level of student
with advanced pilot direction.
One final piece of information about the
place. If your wife, kids, girlfriend or
whatever get a little bored with your flying
all day long, the creek and beach arc a
delightful diversion. Strawberry farms
just up the road. Albany 25 minutes away
in one direction and Denmark, with a
great SurflIlg spot, in the other. Takes the
pressure off a bit. If you would like some
more information about the region, drop
us a line thru HGAWA.

And all gliders are equal in the buoyant
air above the gully. You can actually hear Shelley's, the place to go when you just
the scrub bird sounds reflected from the want to fly.
under surface
West Cape Howe showing coastline that is [lown -p. K Lush
of the glider
as you experience the
lift when you
point back
into wind.
Since first
flying my
glider here,
I've stacked
on the condition a bit to
the point
where my clip
in weight is
nearly 100kg.
So Lex Jones
of
South
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Anyone needing rating forms etc, please
contact Phil Pritchard on (075) 395616

SE Queensland Region
A Regional Meeting was conducted on
6th July at Kyogle. The Byron Bay Club
hosted the meeting and an interclub competition between the Sunshine Coast,
Canungra Pub Club and its own pilots
over the weekend. Those who attended
felt that the meeting was very positive with
discussion covering a wide range of issues
such as HGFA membership renewals, allocation of funds, administration costs for
the region etc.
The comp was also a great success with
over 30 pilots launching each day from
Middle Mt, which takes a W-NW wind.
Many pilots made goal on Saturday, some
for the first time. The Kyogle township
was quite impressed and has invited the
pilots to return during their 'Fairymount
Festival' in September, Fairymount being
the hill overlooking the town.
The next regional meeting will be held on
31st August, hosted by the Sunshine
Coast Club with an inter club comp to be
held over the 2 days, 31st August and 1st
September 1991.
Contact Ron Rimkus (074) 821664, Dave
Cookman (074) 498573 or Rob Keen
(074) 455642 for details.
All welcome. Come along and take part
in the running of your region and be an
active member of HGFA.
Accident and incident reports are to be
forwarded to your club Regional Rep.

dock. Cookie worked on the principle
that height is dangerous so decided to
have three glides instead.
The first weekend in July was another fly
away, this time south into Mexico, I mean
NSW, where the Byron Bay club hosted a
three club challenge at picturesque
Kyogle. There aren't many sites where
you can get to several grand in the middle
of winter, and everyone left raving about
the place.

The AGM held recently was well
patronised and held at the Coolum castle
of Peter and Sandy. The only surprise is
that I'm now the President and only
heaven knows what mayhem may result.
Many thanks to Steve Johnson for his efforts as the past President and congratulations Rob Keen on being
re-elected as Secretary, your talents have
obviously not gone unnoticed.
The Queen's Birthday long weekend saw
the long distance driving desperates do
their annual pilgrimage north to Eungellao The ramp which has been rebuilt is
fabulous and will certainly reduce the
Eungella treetop shuffle - no matter how
much fun it is to watch - except when you
are one of the participants, that is. A lucky
few made the goal at Gargett cricket pitch
on the Sunday. Monday wasn't quite as
much fun particularly as yours truly didn't
get much further than the bomb out pad-

National Instructors' Conference 'Airport Procedures' briefing to the 85 Instructors & Safety Officers - p. Ian lannan

Canungra club prevailed in the teams
competition - well done. You are all invited to a rematch on 31st August and 1st
September here on the Sunshine Coast at
a site to be advised, depending on the
forecast.
Our sport relies a lot on favourable public
opinion and good relations with land
owners where launch sites and bomb out
paddocks are on private land. A nice PR
gesture would be and annual casket ticket, or carton of his/her favourite ale once
in a while. There is no reason why we can't
give as well as take.
Ron Rimkus

Canungra Hang Gliding Club
News
Winter has slowed down thermal activity
but pilots are still getting reasonable
flying every weekend, with the usual mid
week fliers also having good flights, usually from Tamborine. I hear Gordo made it
to Boonah from Beechmont at the end of
June, and some have made Beaudesert
from Tamborine. The comp at Kyogle was
well attended with our club emerging with
the trophy - which we had neglected to
take down! Some good flying was had,
Phil Pritchard performing particularly
well considering his physical state.
Everyone is raving about the new site and
many are interested in making a trip
down.
The recent club meeting on 13 July exposed a few concerns. Too many accidents are occurring on Tamborine
launch. It's a shallow slope and on a light
and variable day, it can punish poor technique. We may try videoing good and bad
launches for feedback at club meetings.
Club president Jon Durand is the man to
hand accident reports to - witnesses are
preferred rather than pilots involved for
objectivity. We haven't had many reports
- please make an effort to get them in. We
can all learn from other pilot's errors.
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A few paragliders are appearing on our
sites. Some unrated and unfmancial. Club
safety officers will be paying attention to
paragliders in future, and of course to
hang gliders. No unfinancial pilot will be
allowed to fly. On the advice of Mark
Mitsos we have rated Tamborine as Advanced and Beechmont as Intermediate
for paragliding. A minimum 6:1 canopy is
required for Tamborine if you wish to
make the bottom landing paddock. If you
don't, you'll be strung up in a tree which
is what happened the day of the meeting.
The club has appointed a number of
safety officers to make sure that one is
there every day. Please respect their
authority given them by the club and
cooperate in every way possible. Safety
officers simply want to ensure safe (and
legal) flying, which is in all our best interests.

In another few weeks things will start
heating up again, spring at Tamborine is
generally great flying. Perhaps someone
will make it over the range from Tamborine, I don't think it has been done yet.
Good flying to you all
Bruce Blackshaw, Secretary

Northern Beaches News
Hi Folks! Welcome to another instalment of the column voted best procrastinator for the 1991. Sorry about missing
last month, but my workload took over my
life for a short while (thank goodness it
wasn't summer!).
So what's been going on in God's Own
Country? Heaps of flying, very few incidents and endless drunken orgies ... I
wish.
The truth of the matter is that winter has
taken a firm hold on our weather and the

breeze has been bountiful and OFFSHORE. A few rare flying days have interspersed the prevalent non flying ones and how treasured they are.
On the Club scene, it has fmally come to
a point where we have had to shop around
for another venue. The management at
the Dee Why RSL have changed and the
new hierarchy are insisting on all of our
members joining the RSL club. As most
of our members live outside the area, this
is not practical.
Our ever vigilant scout went sniffing
about and has come up with Jade's Bistro
in the Dee Why Hotel - also in Pittwater
Road, but at the city end of the Dee Why
Shopping Centre. They are more than
happy to have us in their conference area,
have a large car park around the back and
NO. dress regulations (Kombi Kev &
Wang - you're welcome back again! !). So,
with thanks to Dane who was really put
out whilst scouting the new place, thanks.
The next meeting, which would have run
by now, revolves around harness construction and the choices available - courtesy of Forest Park from Air Support thanks, Forrest.
The meeting offer, which will be the upcoming meet ~ you read this, we anticipate will be on aerotowing - a form of
launch that will spread very quickly - be
sure not to miss that one!
Unfortunately, due to the lack of hot gossip - that's it for this month. See you at the
next meeting, 1st Tuesday of the month at
JADES, DEE WHY HOTEL, Pittwater
Road, DEE WHY!
In the meantime ... Fly High & Stay Safe
John Haije, President.

'Freeman's' tow paddock E/W strip 4kllong, 60kl east of
Geraldton -photo Gary Rogers
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ICOM HANDHELD RADIOS
"The ICOM is our choice. strong. easy to
use and reliable"
Chris Boyce
Aerial Techniques
"Our factory pilots use the ICOM IC40 G.
it's a great little high teCh. high performance radio"
Brian Hayhow
Enterprise Wings
ICOM UHF 40G RADIO
AT A GREAT PRICE I
One of the worlds most advanced handheld UHF radios.
Talk to ground crew & pilots
with this compact (only S" tall).
high power (5 watts) radio .
Crystal clear reception on the
uncluttered UHF. FM band .
LCD display. programmable
scan. background lighting.
power saver function & channel
lock all standard features.
FACTORY SPECIAL, Now even better II
LIMITED STOCK, ONLY $555.00
Post & insurance $15
ICOM AIRBAND A20
Australia's best selling aircraft band VHF
handheld radio! Powerful output. good
looking heavy duty construction. compact.
clear digital liquid crystal display with
VOR navigation function.
FACTIORY SPECIAL, WAS $749
LIMITED OFFER, ONLY $699.00
Post & insurance $ 18
COM HS51 HEADSET
.........._ Unique. super lightweight headset. Includes "push to talk" switch.
and a pilot controlled VOX function as
standard. Folds to pocket size.
ONLY $105 or WITH RADIO $99
Postage $5 extra.
CIGARETTE LIGHTER CHARGER
WITH FILTER for car use
$ 35
EMERGENCY BATTERY PACK
$ 29
AQ-2 100% WATERPROOF CASE $ 42
YES I You can phone or Fax your orders
to us. Bankcard. Visa. Mastercard OK.
Dispatch normally within 24hrs I Prices
quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYlfm MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
FAX (03) 431-1869
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Upper Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
The Club has been busy over the last
month. We started on our fund raising
activities with a raffle to kick off the "site
development fund". After two working
bees, the Wolgan site is nearly ready; the
ramp is situated over a classic thermal
source and should really pump over summer. We're thinking of calling it the
"Lada Ramp" after the valiant efforts of
Glen's little 4WD in towing a trailer with
half a tonne of timber up the 4WD track
to the site. We've used a lot of local rock
in the support for the ramp and some of
the club members got a good taste of what
the convicts had to put up with as they
spent the day lugging rocks. Some club
members hadn't seen the site before and
couldn't help but be impressed at the
location and at the work already put into
the site by David Kattau.

paragliders due to the walk in and a large
top landing area. Our club paraglider
pilot has had some good flights from here
along the cliffs to the north.
Visitors and potential club members are
welcome to come and fly with us and we
welcome help on the working bees for our
new sites. Please don't fly at club sites
without a club member present (they are
locked anyway), just give us a phone call
to check on conditions and fmd out where
club pilots are flying.
Anyone interested in more information
on the club can contact us on the following
numbers:
President - Glen Thompson (063) 531239
Secretary - Lucas Tribey (047) 871480
See you on the hill.
Lucas Tribey, Secretary

Our SE site now only needs a couple of
hours work and it will be ready to go. The
streamer pole is in place on the landing
area at Mt Blackheath.

Mt Blackheath has been reasonable over
the last few weeks, local club pilots have
had some good flights, mostly mid week.
Just near Blackheath is a good light wind
westerly site, particularly suitable for
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A recent club trip to a new site called
Thunder Valley to the north of Bathurst
and then to Luclcnow proved disappointing as the conditions weren't flyable but
some of us at least saw some new areas
and we had some great kite flying in real
powerhouse thermals pumping up the hill
boosted by a 40km breeze.
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after his serious towing accident late last
year.
We have been researching an easterly
facing ridge between Camden and Picton.
It is about 600 feet high and quite a few
kilometres long with several good
takeoffs. This ridge is not new to hang
gliding and has been used by pilots in the
past. However, a large portion of the land
on the top, and the ridge itself, now has
new owners, a Mr & Mrs Dollymore, who
have a house right on the edge. Despite
the fact that they are sympathetic towards
our activities they will not give us permission to launch from their land and apparently prior to our approach about 10
other pilots had made similar requests
over the last two (2) months. So please
leave Mr & Mrs Dollymore alone. They
are not going to let us fly from their land.
We are also attempting to locate a piece
ofland big enough and suitable for towing
operations, Sydney side of the Blue
Mountains. An airstrip at a little town
called The Oaks the other side of Camden
is being used by ultralights and looked
very good but unfortunately permission to
date has not yet been granted with the
mater being pursued further.

[j'"1
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Lower Blue Mountains HGC
Yes we do exist, although the hang gliding
community at large has not heard much
from us recently.
First up the Club has elected a new committee for 91/92. President, Alan Bond;
Secretary, Nigel Felton (02) 6288379;
Treasurer, David Middleton (02)
6236961. Our former president and leading light Gary Carr is still convalescing

The Club exists in order to further the
cause of hang gliding in the western suburbs and Lower Blue Mountains of Sydney. If you are a pilot who lives in this area
come along to our meetings which are
held at the Prospect Hotel, Prospect
starting at 7.30 pm on the last Tuesday of
each month.
See you all at the next meeting on Tuesday
30th July 1991.
David Middleton

'Daybreak at StanMII- photo by Ken Stothcud
lIlawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
Our regular meeting was held at Shellharbour Surf Club and although several
members left because Harry wasn't there
to open up the club house, the meeting
eventually got underway.
Several important topics were discussed;
notably Harry's generosity in once again
supplying the free beer, the conference at
Tumut, CAA approval for Tongarra and
the up coming opening competition here
named t'fHE ILLA.WARRA CUP'.
George gave a feeble excuse for not
providing the required sign for Tongarra,
(that being the he couldn't read), and

August 1991

solemnly swore the job would be done the
next day.

launch from this site. Ha ha now I know
why.

It would appear that the conference at
Tumut was quite valuable and Harry indicated he may consider holding several
seminars on relevant topics for the club.

See ya - get into it.
Grant

Tom was elected as Senior Deputy Director of Student Activities and official
promotional co-ordinator, good luck
Tom.
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Once again Harry used his presidential
veto power to quash discussion of the
club's unwilling fmancing of his Tumut
junket.

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club

A comp committee for Tongarra was
formed, Trevor, James, Bruce to start the
ball rolling under Harry's watchful eye.

A seven person team was selected to represent Australia at the second World
Championships of Paragliding to be held
in the Alpes de Haute Province, France.

Some fine shots of naked Brazilian swimmers were shown as well as some interest ing stories relating both the lifestyle and
the world championships in Brazil 1991.
(Some shots of naked Brazilian men and
hang gliders were also shown thanks very
much - Paul Murdoch).
The towing trip was unfortunately cancelled due to possible legal problems. The
only decent flight seems to have been by
James who, (it was overheard) had a really rough fly on the western side of Hill 60.
Here's hoping the flying improves over
the next few months.
Bruce McLeish

ACT
Hi ho ... low to all you in ACf.
Well after an extended summer, now we
have it, rain, hail and snow. It's good to
see a lot of new faces, hang on guys and
gals, it gets better in summer. Remember
that contact sheet, if you want to fly, then
ring, ring, ring.
Some good flying has been had in June,
with Raymond (Rambo) going over the
back of Black only to have a 2 and a half
hour pick up, or should I say wait. Nevertheless a good day was had by all.
Duncan has got those top landings working pretty good, which is lucky for me, it's
usually my car on top.
Just before the Women's Worlds in
Austria, Tove had a good fly at Mt Coree.
This is a great mountain of about 2000ft
AGL with a perfect rock TO facing west.
Unfortunately this site has no really good
landing area within a glide. Tove put her
XS142 down over the back aiming for a
dirt road. It was a perfect 25 point landing. I drove this day, probably a good thing
for me too, as that was only the second
August 1991

and $1920 departing September. As a
bonus, anyone flying to the titles with
United will receive a FREE return airfare
to New Zealand which can be used
anytime over the next three years. A
paragliding trip to the "Shaky Isles" could
be a good way of using it up!
As a fund raising effort, TEAM
AUSTRALIA t-shirts will soon be available. These high quality shirts are fleecy
lined, have a draw string collar, are long
sleeved and feature an embroidered,
coloured logo of a kangaroo (complete
with cork hat and thongs) flying a
paraglider and surrounded by the caption,"TEAM AUSTRALIA, WORLD
PARAGLIDING TITLES, FRANCE
1991". They will be priced at $40 and come
in three sizes; M, L, XL. Only 150 shirts
are being made so order yours now by
sending $40 plus postage to PO Box 1,
Thredbo Village NSW 2627.

The championships, to be held between
6th and 20th September 1991, are the
second such titles and the first one that an
official Australian team has flown at. The For further information on the World titteam originally consisted of Samantha les contact Stuart Andrews at the above
Clarke, Tony Armstrong, Shaune Keane, address.
Bernie O'Reilly, Rob Schroettner, Alex
Skyhlgh Paragliding
deWaal, Brian Webb and Stuart Andrews
(Manager). Since selection however, the Skyhigh is a Melbourne based paragliding
French
informed
us_
that
each
offering
members
network
keen
pilot organisers
competing
"._ _
__
_ _club
__
___
_ _ _a_
_ _ _of_
........
must have completed at least two 30
kilometre flights.
Bernie and Rob
could not see themselves being able to
comply with this
conditions of entry
before the cut off
date and withdrew.
Samantha was then
forced out through
injury. Whilst flying
in Verbier two weeks
ago she got badly
dumped by a thermal and will be out of
flying for some
weeks.
At the moment four
others will be going
along with the team
as supporter/ground
crew and anyone
else interested in
joining the team in
France should get in
touch with me as
soon as possible. An
excellent return air
fare has been obtained from United
Airlines for $2070
departing during
August (peak time)

SKY CYCLES PTYLTD
We have trikes new & used in
stock ready for immediate
delivery
Trikes
Xl

AirBorne Edge 482 LC

Xl

Skylink Systems Hornet B.C.AR. Section 5
certified side by side 2 seater

Xl

Pegasus Q

Qualified instruction available
Hang gliders

AirBorne Blitz
Ai B
S.
r orne tmg
Xl Mars 150 as new

Xl
Xl
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Phone for further information or test fly
BId. 22 Second Ave, Moorabbin Airport
Mentone Vic

Phone (03

5875975
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State and Club News cont ...
pilots interested in all sorts of flying activities, including social events.

The club is organising some trips to the
snow so if you're interested, contact Jim.

We are keen to welcome newly licensed
pilots so that they may enjoy their first free
flying experiences with a larger group of
experienced pilots.

It's worth mentioning that Paragliding is
regulated at all mountain resorts. You
must have local permission ~ you fly,
you must have a current licence.

We can safely introduce new pilots to all
the local flying sites; we also publish a
regular newsletter with lots of flying
stories and tips, safety and equipment information, competition news, social
events and hot gossip. So if you're in the
Melbourne area, join us; it's cheap and it
will increase your safe enjoyment of the
sport.

Finally winter is a good time to check all
your equipment and have repairs done. If
necessary, have your reserve repacked.
Keep it up
Robin Gauld

By the time this goes to print Doug,
Gramac, Gary Wright and Bill Reynes
would have returned from their flying expedition to the Shark Bay area and I hope
to write that up in some detail next issue.
I believe they are on a diet to all fit into
Gramac's short wheel based Nissan with
four gliders, gear, food and enough radio
equipment to tell Saddam Hussein what
to do with his nuclear weapons.

The most exciting news for the club is that
it has been invited to host the 1992
Australian Paragliding open to be held in
the Mount Cole National Park area of
Western Victoria.
There is a lot of enthusiasm in the club to
make this event a success and a task force
is being assembled to organise the event.
We invite anybody at all who would like
to contribute to this major event to contact the club. Your help would be warmly
welcomed.

Western Australia

Paragliding pilots with skiing experience
et a bit twitchy at this time of the year.

Howdy Sandgropers, the recent wind and
rain and general crummy weather has
taken its toll on a lot of people this past
few months and the consequence is not
much flying. Myself, Doug Trent and

Press Release

test program. The final production will be
based on what you tell me.
All letters will be personally answered.
Outlined is a questionnaire for your convenience.

Your Input is Requested
I plan to produce an Australian designed
powered parachute, manufactured to
CAO 95.32; and would like people who
are interested in this type of aircraft to
contact me with their requirements so
ideas put forward can be included in the

John Read, 42 Baden Powell Dr.,
Frankston, Victoria 3199. ·Ph (03)
7811360

Endurance
one hour
two hours
three hours
( t he craft flies at 60KpH)
Utility
only one porson flying

two people side by side
light .cargo, ego food drop
spotting & radio to base

§

§

Radio ca:Qacity
no radio
short range radio
(CB, band-held UHF )
long range VH:;' tranceiver
other
.
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0Eerations base
open paddock
cleared road
beach
paved ramp
other

0

~

Use
sport flying
stock control
beach patrol
marine s potting
light cargo
other
Cost

B

Graham MacDonald went out to Morowa
to check out the property for the August
3/4 flyin and found it to be a fabulous site.
Even in the chilly winter conditions we
were able to work a few bubbles that
promise to proliferate during the warmer
months. I actually experienced the totally
new feeling of gaining height after releasing from the tow. Wonders will never
cease. The conditions couldn't have been
that good because we didn't have to pick
Doug out of the waters of Port Dennison
some 70km away which would have been
the usual trick for a good day.

up to "3 12 000
312-15 000
above 315 000

~
§

On an association note, Gerry Meyer is
the luck winner of the Danny Scot flying
suit and I want to thank all those who
participated in the raffle to make it a success. The drawing of the 3 prizes was the
high point in what turned out to be an
embarrassing flop, mistakenly referred to
as an AGM. I've seen a dead guardie on
the end of a fishing line show more directional control.
Moving right along, uprights are still
available from the club, as are three ring
releases. Also on the subject of gear,
Gramac has tracked down the best cutter
I've seen yet for slicing thru hang straps in
a flash. This little baby will cut thru 4
thicknesses of hang loop as if it wasn't
there, needs only one hand to open the
blade out and has a moulded hook to fix
it to a belt. More details next issue.
Also, in answer to Ray Chadfield's query
on our weak links, I have found that the
shear pin's supplied with the kit tend to
break at a weaker tension than designated. It could be the difference between
measuring methods but my advice, from
actual experience, is to change the pin
after about 4 tows. Pilots weighing over
90kg without gear would be better off
using the larger pin also. Once again I
re-iterate that the designated breaking
strain is a guide and there is no substitution for testing first on the ground.
Finally, don't forget those radio licences,
let me know of any newsworthy flying and
hang in there.
Keith Lush.
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Byron Bay Blurb
This month we hosted the first Southern
Queensland Region club fly-in and meeting. Twice postponed due to poor
weather the compo was finally held at
Kyogle with a great turnout by both the
Canungra & Sunshine Coast clubs.
The greasy track up Middle Mt and the
long walk to launch had our visitors a little
anxious, but the sight of pilots climbing
fast in the strong (if rough) conditions
soon had them scurrying for their gliders.
At the end of the day there were twelve
pilots in the goal paddock and almost
everyone had enjoyed good flying. Phil
Pritchard won the day with a sizzling race
to goal.
Sunday brought lighter winds and our
compo director Wayne Potoky once again
decided to send us to Middle Mt. After
the now familiar gruelling trek to launch
we once again set about getting forty
pilots off a hill with only enough room to
set up fifteen gliders. Gentle thermals
assisted the lighter winds and with the
exception of a couple of short cloudy
spells most people managed to get away
from the hill. Back at the pub we had a
brief prize giving with the Canungra club
winning with their team captain Gordon
Besk taking individual first place
The first regional meeting held on Saturday night was also very positive. I'm glad
to report that we seem to have an executive that is capable and dedicated to the
task of making our association a strong
and effective body. We look forward to
the next meeting at Sunshine coast and
further strengthening the bonds with our
neighbouring pilots.
On a more serious note our club is soon
to sign a licence with the newly formed
Cape Byron Headland Reserve Trust for
our continued use of the East Face and
Tallows sites. Unfortunately this will
mean that the East Face launch will be
closed during peak traffic periods. We
will also be required to assist with marshalling parking near the Tallows track
area. Complete details of the licence will
be published in SS shortly. For now, if you
are visiting this area please co-operate
with the Cape rangers. They are the
owner/managers of this area.
Other clubs in NSW be warned, it is now
Lands Dept. policy to set up these
autonomous Trusts, and areas that previously were controlled by local councils
may soon be under their authority. Your
continued use of sites that you have used
for years will be determined by the way in
which you deal with these new organisations.
Greg Wilson
August 1991

*** STOLEN ***
World Beater GTR 162 dark blue &. light blue
US white TS In red &. black glider bag stolen
from roof of car Argo Inn, Prahran, VIC
REWARD phone Russell (03) 5445658 or
5705461 W

NEW SOUTH WALES
Wanted I 160 Gyro or Mars 150 for lady pilot
Sydney area ph (042) 942212 AH
Toy reduction salelll Foil 155 (Int) white LE red
& black US flies well bargain at $500 ono also
Moyes 151 WB (Int) blue LE turquois US pink
diamond ultraweave & contender sail cloth spare
upright flies exceptionally well v gd cond $2050
ph Hayden (066) 884326 after 10am & leave
message
Mission 170 (Nov) red LE yellow US white MS
speedbar & faired king posttop cond low airtime
best offer around $2200 ph Wal (043) 329228
Foil 152 Combat (Adv) red/pink LE grey US
white kevlar TE urgent sale $2600 also
brand new never used Bell Stratos helmet
valued $150 sell $75 also
PAcocoon harness suit 5'10"-6' gd cond $85 ph
(049) 292175
XS Easy 155 (Nov) faired uprights speedbar
Moyes Pod Harness, chute, helmet, gloves,
Hall ASI, Electrophone UHF & 240V charger
$4000 ph Ken (048) 712819
Mars 160 (Nov) brand new sail , completely
rebuilt $990 ph Greg (049) 498023
162 GTR WB (Int) mid blue LE white MS orange
diamond US gd condition $1100 also
XS 155 (Adv) red scrim LE turquoise US power
rib TE only 15 hrs coastal quick sale $3200 ph
Geoff (042) 941898
Sjostrom varlo soaring instrument used once
mint cond $500 also
Electrophone TX475 UHF radio & mike as new
$480 also
Dart harness with quick release parachute as
new $400 make an offer on the loti ph (048)
216697 H, 681433 W
Paragllder Falhawk Neo 24.5 sq mts as new
hardly used fluro colours with harness $3000 ph
(043) 232944 BH 432578 AH
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XS 155 (Adv) 6 mths old tip levers king post hang
fins pink scrim LE white power rib TS pink &
black US $3500 ono ph Greg (066) 847328 or
message (076)300404
Foil 160B Racer (Int) fluoro orange mylar LE
black & fluoro orange US aerofoil uprights &
kingpost $1750 ono also
Foil 152 Combat (Adv) flouro orange mylar LE
black & flouro orange US sleeved LE's can be
removed $2750 ph Len (068) 537220
Foil 152 Combat (Adv) flouro pink LE grey &
pink US narrow A·frame version $2600 ph Jen
(068) 537220
Foil 155 (Int) blue LE white MS yellow & orange
US gd cond must sell $500 ph Brian (066) 869000
BH or 867352 AH
Mars 170 (Nov) red & white gd cond $1100 ph
(049) 772273
Magic Kiss 154 (Int) super tight sail gd handling
fin pockets fitted 1.8 0 $2200 fins extra $100 ph
(02) 9974423
Foil 155 (Int) white TS red LE rainbow US ex
cond low hrs incl batten profile owners manual
standard & custom made waterproof glider bag
& 2 spare uprights $1300 ono ph Richard (02)
6312604
The Edge 582 trike 12 hrs flying time with cover
& trailer ex buy save $1ooo's off new price make
me an offer ph (065) 555261 please leave name
& no. so I can return your call also
XACT harness brand new
XS Easy (Nov) 12 mths old gd cond the perfect
intermediate performance glider to prepare you
for the quantum leap to high performance brute
$2300 ono ph John (02) 864954
XS 142 (Adv) dk blue LE grey/lt blue US white
MS 1 yr old never been bent $3000 ph Trevor
(066) 793404
Mission 170 (Nov) red gold & blue speed bar
$1700 ph John (02) 8691957 AH
GTR 162 Race (Int) black LE white & pink US
white MS gd cond flies great $1500 ono ph Greg
(02) 9706531
Moyes GTR 175 (Int) white MS red LE blue
triangular insert faired king post 3 yrs old little
flown (approx 50 hrs) properly stored in ex cond
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plus Cocoon harness in v gd cond lot for $11 00
ono ph Charles (02) 2323111 BH 5873747 after
7pm & weekends
Moy. . Mission 170 (Nov) white/blue harness,
Ball varlo 851, Electrophone TX475 40ch UHF
transceiver & ASI all for $3000 ph (02) 3274484
FoIl140B (Int) ex cond low hrs 2 spare uprights
incl $2400 ono ph Fran (02) 4893063
AirBorne Trike 447 cc big wheels long range
tank replete with Arrow I wing pink LE white MS
$5200 negotiable ready to roll with reg'd trailer
ph Ray (043) 923078
Mar. 170 (Nov) red LEwhite US gd cond $1200
ph Peter (049) 772273
GME UHF radio 12 volt 240 volt charger with
high gain aerial near new $525 also
GTR 175 (Int) gd cond flys sweet $700 ph Ross
(049) 431900
Bandit 180 (Nov) In perf cond hardly flown $500
also harness & parachute (02) 6612756
Magic IV 166 (Int) in v gd cond a gift at $1000
also
FoIl160B Kevlar Racer (Int) grey LE orange US
ex cond $2500 both glider aerofoil uprights &
king posts with speed bars ph (02) 6659186
Wanted· Arrow Wing in gd cond ph Gary (068)
522972 or Paul (068) 522049 AH

Trike 64 hp Buzzard fitted with an Arrow II wing
In mint cond long range tanks all instrument pod
& wheel spats tow release 14 hrs from new $8500
ph Frank (067) 323306 AH 329100

Edge 582 dual Ignition AirBorne trike only 10
hrs ex cond save 1000's comes with cover &
trailer also
XACT harness brand new ph (08) 8820647

Fledge 3 (Int) v gd cond low hrs $1200 neg also
Missile 180 (Int) beefed up by Moyes for coastal
tandems gd cond $1000 neg ph Dave (063)
523435

Moy. . 162 WB (Int) Recession special $1800
parallel plus MS white LE pink & blue US pink &
blue TS ph Jules Makk (OS) 2611902 anytime

Moyes MI.slon 170 (Nov) dk blue LE It
blue/white TE brand new 5 hrs $2000 ph Ian (065)
539506
Moyes 162 WB race (Int) It blue white MS ex
cond low air hrs $2050 ph Graham (049) 499270
Garage Salel Foil 165 (Int) specially built for
Bryan Hayhow heavy duty cloth mylar LE airfoil
king post red/rainbow US all white wing & LE incl
spare downtube & king post low hrs, a steal @
$1100 also
2 x CB radios 1 x 40ch Midland handheld but
runs off car cigarette lighter + aerial. 1 x Soh
Realistic + trailing aerial for glider $120 for both
also
Instruments in small streamlined pod Ball 620
varlo + Altlmaster altimeter $150 ph Martyn
Yeomans (02) 4847018 AH

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Gyro 180 (Nov) black LE yellow sail ex cond gd
beginners glider easy to fly & going cheap $750
ph (08) 3262908

Mars -1 70 (Nov) gd cond black LE white MS
red/yellow US $900 ph Paul (08) 3845742
Vision Eclipse (Nov) ex cond low hrs never been
nosed in, an easy to handle light-weight glider &
stirrup harness, suit beginner or recreational
pilot, a greatthermalling glider $1500 ph Bill (08)
2702032
Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond $600 no offers ph Nigel
or Paul Kelley (08) 3863452
GTR 162 Full Race WB profile (Int) fully airfoiled, VG & speedbar blue & white with
ultraweave MS proven performer in top cond
must sell $1290 ono also
Balloon Drop equipment 1 complete set Incl
everything necessary for your flight of a lifetime
$139 also
save your arms with a Pitchy $35 ph Chris (08)
3220813

QUEENSLAND
GTR 162 Race (Int) blue & white fully air foiled
in gd cond $1200 ph Scott (075) 998367,
018755322
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model hence $2200 ph Rick (03) 4271480
lTV Saphlr 100 as new perf cond top European
canopy at bargain price weight shift harness Incl
$2750 ph Anne (03) 8576036
UHF radio Unlden UH005 handheld only 2 mths
old still in box ex cond $350 also
Electrophone headset $50 ph Cristine (03)
6612828 W (054) 286220 AH

ACT
XS 155 (Adv) pink scrim LE It blue US white warp
MS king post hang 19 hrs airtime only II must sell
$2850 also
Moyea Meteor 150 (Nov) yellow & red suit
lighter pilot perf cond & has just 11 hrs airtime II
ph Brett Freebody (06) 2368224 AH 2957434 W
XS 142 (Adv) green & white this glider is in great
cond only 9 mths old never bent v cheap getting
out of sport ha ha $3000 ono also
tandem chute or fat guy chute ph Tove Heaney
(06) 2979081
Parachute Tandem Apco huge ph Tove for the
specs $500 (06) 2979081

Tumut from the tug looking SE to Mt Ta/bingo behind B/owering Dam - photo Ian lannan
Foil 150B Racer (lnt) yellow LE pink & orange
US gd cond $1800 ph (07) 8494821

Moyes Pod blue suit 5'6"-5'10" $400 ph Usa (03)
7202274

XS 155 (Adv) king post hang dk blue LE fluro
orange & yellow US gd cond $2100 ph Laurie
(075) 435631

XS 155 (Adv) converted king post hang holds
current VIC coastal distance record flies great
$2450 ph Angus (03) 5722568

GTR 162 Race (Int) red US white MS gd cond
$1500 ono ph Brett (07) 2734247 AH

Mission 170 (Nov) brand new turquoise pink &
black $2400 ph Wesley (03) 8794217

Trike AirBorne Edge 532 all instruments with
pod & wheel spats orange & grey colour
matched 90 hrs total $13000 ph (070) 537768

Foil 150B Kevlar Racer (lnt) immac cond red LE
white MS blue US spare faired upright $2000 ono
will trade for good cond Mission, Aero or Sting &
will freight anywhere in Australia also
Mission 150 (Nov) new cond flouro orange LE
white MS pacific blue flouro yellow US $2000 ono
also
Zephlr 160 (Int) red LE white MS rainbow US ex
cond comes with heaps of spares same perf as
Foil 160B Race or Moyes WB $1400 ono will
freight anywhere in Australia also
Mars 150 (Nov) fluro yellow LE white MS fluro
yellow US speed bar gd cond Icaro batten profile
$1400 ono also
Aero 170 (Nov) white LE & MS yellow US ex cond
$1900 ono also
GTR 162 Racer (Int) It blue LE grey MS It blue
US fullyfaired speed bar gd cond $1200 ono will
trade
All the above, contact Steve Ruffels (057) 551724
test flys welcome

Foil 160B (lnt) top cond grade Nov to Int for
quick sale owner going overseas red & white with
black LE $1000 ph Graeme (074) 918478
XS 155 (Adv) 12 mths Old blue scrim LE green &
pink US v gd cond $2800 also
Blitz 151 (Adv) near new cond purple LE blue &
pink US $3600 ph (079) 287858
Mission 170 (Nov) gd cond flys well bargain at
$1500 ph Graham (077) 732913
Foil Combat 152C (Adv) practically brand new
1 hr airtime immediate delivery $3700 ono also
UHF Electrophone handheld with headset $500
ph Barry (07) 2040569
GTR 175 (Int) suit large pilot progressing from
Novice flys very well gd cond new king post,
uprights & flying wires sacrificed at $750 ono
willing to help with freight ph Steve 018 778634
Foil Combat 152C (lnt) 1 yr old pink trilam LE
mauve & lime US ex cond $3000 ph Neil (07)
8881010 AH or 016 782091 anytime
Foil 170B Racer (Int) near new cond $2300 ph
Neville (07) 2057061
Missile 180R (Int) black LE It blue US new flying
wires & bolts gd cond $400 ph (07) 8012262

VICTORIA

GTR 162 VG (Int) all white sandwich cloth sail
airfoil uprights & king postflutter in TE price $700
ono ph (090) 391411
Falhawk Athlete 24 sq mtrs 40 hrs airtime ex
cond no signs of porosity $1490 also
Falhawk Apex medium size ex cond 20 hrs
airtime $2900 ph John Salmon (09) 3833137 H

"01' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses
$105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
Electronic Tow Meters - $185

Moyes Pod 5'6"-6' ex
cond 6 mths old $250
ph (03) 7161328

Paraglider Falhawk 19m 2 ex cond only 7 hrs
airtime also Paradise harness & reserve
parachute $2900 the lot ph Debbie (03) 5607959
Mission 170 (Nov) pink LE blue & white US &
white MS faired uprights & king post speedbar
ex cond $2300 ono also

152 Foil Combat
(Adv) flys well handles
like a dream early

August 1991

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Magic IV 155 (Int) yellow LE dk blue & sky blue
US low hrs $1500 ono also
pod harness $200 ono also
parachute $200 ono also
varlo $200 ono ph (098) 464359

UHF handheld transceivers x 2 Electrophone
TX475S cw battery charger, car charger, spare
battery, car antenna base & cable, external
speaker/mic, headset & external speaker for car.
EC $875 the pair, may separate ph Karl (03)
5786595 AH 8298518
BH
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~

Foil Combat (Adv) 7
mths old white trilam
LE sky blue & fluro yel low US white TS ex
cond easy to fly well
looked after $3400 ph
Geoff (03) 8746243

Mission 170 (Nov) ex cond owner now in possession of a Foil $2000 ph Jim (03) 8996687

Foil 152C Comba. (Ad v) fully optioned white MS
grey LE pink US 1 season old $2600 ono ph (06)
2477526AH

North Coast Avionics
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Denis Cummings
PO Box 741
Byron Bay 2481
Ph (066) 856287
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Tomas Suchanek wins 1991 World Hang Gliding
Championship, flying Moyes XS 155
Brazil , the exotic country where the jungle wild life is
only surpassed by the wild life of the people. Sun ,
Samba and Sex took a back seat last February when
the town of Governador Valadares played host to the
1991 World Hang Gliding Championships.
Tomas Suchanek performed brilliantly in extremely
difficult conditions. Low cloud base and rain showers
were the order of the day. The XS 155 was supreme in

these tropical conditions. Many of the pilots were
forced down early into mud up to their armpits , grass
eight feet high and mosquito ridden swamps that
would have made Indiana Jones turn paie .
Tomas and his Moyes XS 155 overcame all these
obstacles and proved that he and his XS are an
unbeatable World Championship team.
To becom e a Wo rld Championship team ... . co nta ct us at ....
Moyes California 22021 Covello St. ,
California 91303.
Tel: (818) 887 3361 Fax: (818) 7020612

XS 142 , 155 Gutes iegal Certified.
XS142 , 155, 169, U .S.H. G.M. A . Certified.

The World Championship GHder

Moyes Delta Gliders P/ L., 173 Bronte Rd.
Waverley 2024 N.S.W. Australia .
Tel: (02) 387 5114 Fax: (02) 387 4472

